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I, Bernhard Huber, of the City of St. Catharines, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. I am a Senior Commercial Credit Specialist at Meridian Credit Union Limited (“Meridian”).  

Meridian is a secured creditor of the respondent, Adelaide Street Lofts Inc. (the “Debtor”), and I am 

responsible for Meridian’s recovery initiatives relating to the Debtor.  As such, I have personal 

knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose.  Where I do not have personal knowledge 

of the matters set out herein, I have stated the source of my information and, in all such cases, believe 

it to be true. 
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2. On September 30, 2019, I swore an affidavit (the “First Affidavit”) in support of an 

application (the “Receivership Application”) by Meridian for an order, amongst other things, 

appointing msi Spergel Inc. (“Spergel”) as receiver of all the assets, undertakings and properties 

of the Debtor, including, without limitation, the real property municipally known as 263 Adelaide 

Street West, Toronto, Ontario (the “Real Property”). On October 30, 2019, I swore an affidavit 

(the “Second Affidavit”) to provide an update of the events transpiring since my First Affidavit. 

This affidavit is supplemental to, and provides an update on the events transpiring since, my First 

and Second Affidavits. Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined have the meaning 

attributed to them in the First Affidavit.  

SUMMARY OF MERIDIAN’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE DEBTOR 

3. The Debtor is indebted to Meridian in connection with credit facilities made available by 

Meridian to the Debtor pursuant to and under the terms of a credit agreement (the “Credit 

Agreement”) dated April 2, 2018 in the original principal amount of $16,414,000, plus all 

applicable interest, costs and other obligations owing thereunder (the “Credit Facilities”). 

Meridian holds a first-ranking security over the Debtor’s real and personal property, which no 

party has challenged in these proceedings. 

4. The Credit Agreement required that the Credit Facilities be repaid in full on or before 

February 28, 2019. The Debtor has acknowledged its defaults under the Credit Agreement in 

section 2.1 of the Forbearance Agreement (as defined below): 

2.1 Acknowledgement of Obligations 

(a) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, 
confirms and agrees that, as of the close of business on 
December 5, 2019, the Borrower was indebted to the Lender 
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in the aggregate amount of $17,045,466.82 for principal and 
interest, exclusive of amounts which may be or become 
owing for its fees, agent costs, professional fees and accruing 
interest at the rates set out in the Financing Agreements.   

(b) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, 
confirms and agrees that the Indebtedness, together with 
interest accrued and accruing thereon, and fees, costs, 
expenses and other charges now or hereafter properly 
payable by the Borrower to the Lender under the Financing 
Agreements, is unconditionally owing by the Borrower to 
the Lender, without any right of setoff, defence, 
counterclaim or reduction of any kind, nature or description 
whatsoever, and each of the Credit Parties is estopped from 
disputing such Indebtedness. 

(c) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, 
confirms and agrees that the Borrower will continue to 
accept statements of the Indebtedness issued by the Lender 
to be accurate statements of the amount and the particulars 
of the Indebtedness as of the date of the statement, absent 
manifest error. 

THE MINUTES OF SETTLEMENT AND ADJOURNMENT OF THE RECEIVERSHIP 

APPLICATION 

5. By endorsement of the Honourable Mr. Justice McEwen (the “Endorsement”) dated 

November 1, 2019, the Receivership Application was adjourned to December 12, 2019, if 

necessary, pending the results of a judicial mediation on November 27, 2019 (the “Judicial 

Mediation”). A copy of the Endorsement is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”. 

6. I am advised by Aird & Berlis LLP, counsel to Meridian, that at the Judicial Mediation, a 

comprehensive settlement was entered into as among various parties. Due to the complexity of the 

proceeding, different parties entered into various interrelated agreements, including: 

(a) Lanterra Developments Ltd. (“Lanterra”), 263 Holdings Inc. (“263 Holdings”) 

and the Debtor, among others, agreed to broad terms of a new transaction for an 
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all-cash sale (the “Sale”) of the Property to Lanterra, with a closing date of May 

14, 2020 (the “Closing Date”). Previously, Lanterra had been the proposed 

purchaser of the Real Property under a joint venture structure in which the Debtor 

and 263 Holdings would have remained involved in the development of the Real 

Property. The original transaction is detailed in the Court Report of the Information 

Officer dated October 7, 2019, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”; 

and 

(b) Certain parties, including Lanterra, 263 Holdings, and the Debtor,1 agreed to broad 

terms of minutes of settlement which included, among other things, the terms of 

distribution among the Debtor’s creditors. 

7. A definitive agreement of purchase and sale was executed dated December 20, 2019 (the 

“APS”). In particular, the APS provides, among other things, that (a) the Closing Date is May 14, 

2020, and (b) the deposit amount of $10,000 is to be placed with the solicitors to Adelaide. A copy 

of the APS is attached hereto as Exhibit “C”. 

8.  The Minutes of Settlement (the “Minutes of Settlement”) were executed on December 

24, 2019 among the relevant parties. The Minutes of Settlement provide, among other things, that: 

(a) the sale terms between Lanterra and the Debtor are reflected in the APS; (b) under the 

distribution of proceeds, the first distribution would be first made to Aird & Berlis LLP, in trust, 

1 The parties to the Minutes of Settlement are Jim Neilas, 263 Holdings Inc., Adelaide Street Lofts Inc., Hi-Rise 
Capital Ltd., Miller Thompson LLP, solely in its capacity as court-appointed Representative Counsel, Vipin Berry, 
in his capacity as court-appointed member of the Official Committee, Michael Singh, in his capacity as court-
appointed member of the Official Committee, Nick Tsakonacos, in his capacity as court-appointed member of the 
Official Committee, Marco Arquilla, solely in his capacity as court-appointed member of the Official Committee 
and Lanterra Developments Ltd. 
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to repay the amounts owing under the Credit Facilities; and (c) Lanterra will lend $1,550,000 to 

the Debtor, and the Debtor shall direct Lanterra to pay the amount of $1,550,000 to Meridian on 

account of outstanding interest due and owing by the Debtor to Meridian. A copy of the Minutes 

of Settlement is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”.  

9. Separately, Meridian, the Debtor, 263 Holdings, Ioannis (John) Neilas and Jim entered into 

a forbearance agreement dated December 20, 2019 (as amended on January 13, 2020, the 

“Forbearance Agreement”), pursuant to which Meridian agreed to forbear from enforcing its 

security if, among other things: (a) the Sale is completed by May 20, 2020; (b) proceeds are paid 

to Meridian by May 22, 2020; and (c) Lanterra agrees to make an interim payment to Meridian, a 

portion of which is placed in a reserve account established by Meridian to make interest and other 

payments under the Credit Agreement for the period up to the repayment of the indebtedness. The 

Forbearance Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit “E”. 

10. As consideration for the interim payment obligation, the Debtor granted a second-ranking 

$1,550,000 charge on the Property in favour of Lanterra (the “Lanterra Charge”).  

11. On December 23, 2019, Meridian, Lanterra and the Debtor entered into a subordination 

and standstill agreement (the “Intercreditor Agreement”) pursuant to which Lanterra agreed, 

among other things: (a) to postpone and subordinate its security, including the Lanterra Charge, in 

favour of the security of Meridian; and (b) not to amend or agree to amend the APS without the 

written consent of Meridian in it is sole, absolute and unfettered discretion. A copy of the 

Intercreditor Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit “F”. 

12. Meridian agreed to further adjourn its Receivership Application pursuant to the 

Forbearance Agreement with the explicit expectation that it would be fully repaid, at the latest, by 
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May 22, 2020, in association with the completion of the Sale. The timing of the repayment was of 

importance to Meridian. 

LANTERRA’S UNSUBSTANTIATED REQUEST FOR EXTENSION  

13. On April 7, 2020, Christopher J. Wein, the Chief Operating Officer of Lanterra sent a letter 

(the “Lanterra Letter”) to Representative Counsel requesting that the Representative Counsel 

consent to an indefinite extension of the closing date (the “Request for Extension”) until a date 

which is eight (8) weeks following the “resumption of normal commercial business activity within 

the City of Toronto and Province of Ontario,” with a potential outside date of December 15, 2020 

as a result of certain  “business disruptions” caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic. A copy of the 

Lanterra Letter is attached hereto as Exhibit “G”. 

14. Meridian was presented with a copy of the Lanterra Letter on April 8, 2020. After 

consideration and discussion with Lanterra, Meridian determined that it was unable to 

accommodate the Request for Extension on the proposed terms. Among other things: 

(a) Meridian has already incurred significant costs and delays to recover its loans to 

the Debtor since the maturity of the Credit Facilities on February 28, 2019, as 

further discussed in the First Affidavit; 

(b) Meridian will undoubtedly incur additional delays and costs if the Request for 

Extension is accommodated;  

(c) Meridian agreed to the adjournments to the Receivership Application, the Sale and 

the Forbearance Agreement with the explicit expectation that it would be finally 
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repaid by May 22, 2020, almost 15 months after the maturity of the Credit 

Facilities; 

(d) Meridian relied on the Closing Date as stipulated in each of the Minutes of 

Settlement, APS and Forbearance Agreement; 

(e) the closing date proposed in the Request for Extension is ambiguous and arbitrary; 

(f) there is insufficient money in the interest reserve account to keep Meridian current 

through to an extended closing date – there is a shortfall of $300,000 to $350,000; 

(g) Lanterra’s current deposit only amounts to $10,000, and Meridian, as well as all 

stakeholders, would experience significant prejudice and exposure to additional 

losses if Lanterra is once again unable to complete the Sale after the Request for 

Extension is granted.   

15. Despite these concerns, Meridian, through counsel, sent a letter to Lanterra on April 14, 

2020 to propose a reasonable compromise (the “April 14 Letter”).  The April 14 Letter is attached 

hereto as Exhibit “G”. Among other things, Meridian offered to consider the extension to the 

closing of the Sale, and consider not opposing the relief ultimately sought, if the following terms 

are met: 

(a) any extension of the closing of the Sale must be as limited as possible, and include 

a universally clear term or end of term. Meridian was willing to allow a 10 week 

extension to the original May 14, 2020 closing date, at which point the parties will 

re-evaluate the market landscape. In the event that Meridian or Lanterra believes 

that market conditions have improved prior to the 10 week extension, to the extent 
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that the Lanterra Transaction is able to close sooner, including but limited to the 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice’s resumption of normal activities, the parties shall 

have a mechanism to truncate the extension period.  

(b) Meridian’s interest entitlements must continue to be kept current. Among other 

things, the interest reserve established as part of the Forbearance Agreement must 

be brought up to an amount that Meridian reasonably requires to service all interest 

and other fees through the course of the calendar year and all legal fees to date must 

be paid immediately. Meridian shall be paid a modest extension fee of $25,000, 

which fee is contemplated in the Credit Agreement and which is not the maximum 

extension fee that Meridian could request. Among other things, if interest is not 

kept current, it will compound monthly, which will reduce amounts available to 

creditors further down the waterfall. 

(c) Lanterra must put down a meaningful deposit that will give Meridian the assurance 

it needs that Lanterra will close the Sale, in the amount of 5% of the total purchase 

price, being the minimum market deposit amount in restructuring transactions. The 

deposit must be non-refundable and shall be held in trust by counsel to Meridian.  

As of the date of this affidavit, Lanterra has not responded to the April 14 Letter, but Lanterra’s 

motion materials, described below, were delivered on April 16, 2020. 

MOTION OF HI-RISE AND CROSS-MOTION OF LANTERRA 

16. On April 1, 2020, Hi-Rise Capital Ltd. (“Hi-Rise”) brought a motion in the Hi-Rise 

Proceeding, returnable April 22, 2020, for an order, among other things: 
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(a) approving the terms of the Minutes of Settlement; 

(b) authorizing the Sale in accordance with the Minutes of Settlement and APS; and 

(c) approving and directing the distribution of proceeds from the Sale in accordance 

with Minutes of Settlement. 

17. On April 16, 2020, Lanterra brought a cross-motion (the “Lanterra Cross-Motion”) in 

the Hi-Rise Proceeding, returnable April 22, 2020, for an order, among other things: 

(a) Amending the Minutes of Settlement to revise the definition of the Closing Date in 

section 3(a)(iii) of the Minutes of Settlement to a date that is the earlier of (i) the 

date to which the parties agree, (ii) the date that is 8 weeks following the lifting of 

the Declaration of Emergency issued by the Province of Ontario pursuant to the 

Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act (the “Declaration of 

Emergency”); and (iii) December 15, 2020; and 

(b) Amending the APS to revise the definition of the Closing Date in section 1.1(7) of 

the APS to the earlier of:  (i) the date to which the parties agree, (ii) the date that is 

8 weeks following the lifting of the Declaration of Emergency; and (iii) December 

15, 2020.  

MERIDIAN’S LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE SALE AND THE PROSPECT FOR 

REPAYMENT 

18. Despite Meridian’s good faith efforts to come to a reasonable compromise, Lanterra has 

moved forward with its request for an extension without any accommodation to Meridian, or any 
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attempt to come to a compromise. Lanterra’s unwillingness to provide an increased deposit is 

particularly troubling, as it can only be viewed as: (a) a lack of confidence in its own ability to 

complete the transaction; or (b) a lack of intention to complete the transaction. As such, Meridian 

has lost confidence in the prospect of repayment in the current circumstances.  

19. Among other things: 

(a) Lanterra is seeking the court’s assistance to unilaterally alter the terms of private 

agreements between various parties without, to Meridian’s knowledge, any serious 

effort to deal with the parties to those documents; 

(b) Pursuant to the Intercreditor Agreement, Lanterra is prohibited from amending or 

agreeing to amend the APS without the written consent of Meridian in it is sole, 

absolute and unfettered discretion, which consent was neither sought nor granted.  

(c) Lanterra asserts that closing the transaction is no longer “commercially feasible”. 

With respect, the APS and related agreements were not negotiated for a  closing on 

a “commercially feasible” basis.  

(d) Lanterra has not made any provision to alter the terms of the Forbearance 

Agreement, counting on the court’s continued indulgence to deny Meridian its 

contractual and legal rights and remedies under the Credit Agreement for up to 22 

months from the original repayment date, or potentially more if Lanterra determines 

that additional time is needed; 

(e) there is insufficient certainty as to what constitutes “8 weeks following the lifting 

of the Declaration of Emergency.” For example, the Declaration of Emergency may 
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be lifted in stages, or for certain industries. There is the potential for further court 

appearances to dispute whether the Closing Date has been reached; 

(f) The APS does not provide that Lanterra gets to close on the funding terms that 

Lanterra wants. In fact, the APS has neither a funding nor a force majeure 

provision; 

(g) Lanterra’s refusal to continue covering interest payments during an extended 

closing period means that interest will compound on that unpaid interest, resulting 

in a further deterioration of monies available for creditors further down the 

distribution waterfall; 

(h) Lanterra’s reference to other monetary investments or future commitments in the 

project is not compelling, as Lanterra has shown it is willing to unilaterally depart 

from the terms of this agreement and there is no indication it will not do the same 

in the future; 

(i) in the ordinary course, in order to change the terms of an agreement of purchase 

and sale, the party seeking an accommodation would pay for such accommodation 

if the counterparties are willing. Rather than attempt to deal with the stakeholders, 

Lanterra is seeking cover from the court to unilaterally rewrite the document 

without any concessions on its part; and 

(j) Lanterra may well determine on December 15, 2020, it is still unable or unwilling 

to close the transaction, in that it has no meaningful investment in the transaction 

by way of a commercial default, there is no penalty (other than the prospect of being 
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Agreement originally came due. In that time, additional fees and costs will have 

continued to chip away at stakeholder recovery, to the benefit of no one.

IT WOULD BE JUST AND EQUITABLE TO APPOINT A RECEIVER

20. The Receivership Application has now been twice adjourned. Almost fourteen months 

have elapsed since the maturity of the Credit Facilities. The Debtor’s indebtedness remains unpaid, 

and Meridian is once again asked to wait, until December 15, 2020 or otherwise, despite the fact 

that Meridian no longer has any confidence that it will be repaid in the current circumstances with 

Lanterra at all since there is no meaningful mechanism or incentive to close the Sale.

21. In contrast, a court-appointed receiver, through a robust, transparent and court-sanctioned 

sales process, will likely be able to consummate a transaction with significantly less delay and 

potentially less fees and costs.

22. For these reasons, and for the reasons set out in the First Affidavit and Second Affidavit, I 

believe that it would be just and equitable to appoint a receiver in the circumstances.

SWORN before me at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario,
This 20%ay of April, 2020

Commissioner for taking affidavits, etc.



This is Exhibit “A" referred to in the Affidavit of Bernhard Huber 
sworn April 20, 2020.
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sworn April 20, 2020.
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INTRODUCTION 

1. On March 19, 2019, Hi-Rise Capital Ltd. (“Hi-Rise”) made an application (the “Initial 

Application”) under section 60 of the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. T.23, as amended and 

Rule 10 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, as amended, and on March 

21, 2019, an initial order (the “Initial Order”), was granted by the Ontario Superior Court 

of Justice (Commercial List) (the “Court”) which, among other things:  

(a) appointed Miller Thomson LLP as representative counsel (“Representative 

Counsel”) to represent the interests of all individuals and/or entities (the 

“Investors”)1 that have invested funds in a syndicated mortgage investment (the 

“SMI”) administered by Hi-Rise in respect of the proposed development located at 

263 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ontario (the “Property”), whose registered 

title is held by Adelaide Street Lofts Inc. (“Adelaide”) as nominee on behalf of the 

beneficial owner 263 Holdings Inc. (“Holdings”, and together with Adelaide, the 

“Company”), in connection with the negotiation and implementation of a 

settlement with respect to such investments; 

(b) permits Hi-Rise to conduct a meeting of all Investors, including opt-out investors, 

in order for the investors to consider and, if determined advisable, pass a resolution 

approving a settlement transaction that would discharge the SMI and result in the 

distribution of certain proceeds; and 

(c) directed Representative Counsel to establish an Official Committee of Investors 

(the “Official Committee”). 

                                                             
1 The Initial Order allows for certain investors in the SMI to opt out of representation by Representative Counsel. Throughout this 

Report, the term “Investors” refers to all individuals and/or entities that have invested funds in the SMI, whether or not they have 

opted-out of such representation.  
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2. On April 15, 2019, the Court granted an Order constituting the Official Committee.  

3. Since its appointment, Representative Counsel has issued two reports dated April 9, 2019 

(the “First Report of Counsel”) and September 13, 2019 (the “Second Report of 

Counsel”, and together, “Representative Counsel’s Reports”).  Representative Counsel’s 

Reports and other Court-filed documents, orders and notices in these proceedings are 

available on Representative Counsel’s case website at: 

https://www.millerthomson.com/en/hirise/. 

4. On September 17, 2019, this Court made an order (the “Information Officer 

Appointment Order”) which, among other things, appointed Alvarez & Marsal Canada 

Inc. as a Court officer to act as an information officer (the “Information Officer”) in 

respect of Hi-Rise and the Property. A copy of the Information Officer Appointment Order 

is attached as Appendix “A”. 

5. The Information Officer Appointment Order, among other things, outlines the Information 

Officer’s role, including: 

(a) Pursuant to paragraph 4(b), the Information Officer is empowered and authorized 

“to review and report to the Court and to all stakeholders… in respect of matters 

relating to the Property, Hi-Rise’s mortgage over the Property, and the Company’s 

proposed sale of the Property, including but not limited to, the marketing and sales 

process undertaken in respect of the Property, all aspects of any and all proposed 

transactions in respect of the Property (and in this regard, the Information Officer 

may engage in discussions with Tricon Lifestyle Rentals Investment LP to ascertain 

its interest in the Property), and the financial implications of such proposed 

transaction (the “Mandate”)”; and 

https://www.millerthomson.com/en/hirise/
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(b) Pursuant to paragraph 9, “on or before October 7, 2019, the Information Officer 

shall file a report with the Court in respect of the Mandate, including in particular 

whether sufficient effort has been made to obtain the best price in respect of the 

Company’s proposed sale of the Property, that the proposed sale is not 

improvident, and in respect of the efficacy and integrity of the process by which 

offers had been obtained.” 

TERMS OF REFERENCE AND DISCLAIMER 

6. In preparing this report (the “Report”), the Information Officer has relied solely on the 

information and documents provided by Representative Counsel, Hi-Rise, its counsel 

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP (“Cassels”), and its financial advisor, Grant Thornton 

Limited (“GT”), the Company and its counsel McCarthy Tétrault LLP (“McCarthy”), the 

Company’s real estate broker, Bank of Montreal Capital Markets Real Estate Inc. 

(“BMO”), and discussions held with parties who participated in the marketing and sale 

process (collectively, the “Information”). 

7. The Information Officer has reviewed the Information for reasonableness, consistency and 

use in the context in which it was provided.  However, the Information Officer has not 

audited or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of the Information 

in a manner that would wholly or partially comply with Canadian Auditing Standards 

(“CASs”) pursuant to the Chartered Professional Accountants Canada Handbook (the 

“Handbook”), and accordingly, the Information Officer expresses no opinion or other 

form of assurance contemplated under CASs in respect of the Information. 
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8. Some of the information referred to in this Report consists of forecasts and projections.  An 

examination or review of the financial forecasts and projections, as outlined in the 

Handbook, has not been performed. 

9. Future-oriented financial information referred to in this Report was prepared based on 

estimates and assumptions made by Hi-Rise, the Company or as otherwise indicated herein. 

Readers are cautioned that since projections are based upon assumptions about future 

events and conditions that are not ascertainable, the actual results will vary from the 

projections, and the variations could be significant. 

10. This Report should be read in conjunction with the Initial Application, the Information 

Officer Appointment Order and Representative Counsel’s Reports. 

11. Unless otherwise stated, all monetary amounts contained herein are expressed in Canadian 

dollars.  

PURPOSE OF REPORT 

12. The Information Officer understands that on October 23, 2019, pursuant to the Initial 

Order, Hi-Rise intends to hold a meeting of Investors (the “Meeting”) in order to, among 

other things, allow the Investors to vote on a proposed settlement (the “Proposed 

Settlement”), which, if approved, would ultimately discharge the SMI in place, allow the 

Company to move forward with closing the Lanterra Transaction (as defined and described 

below) and result in the distributions contemplated in the Proposed Settlement. 

13. As described later in this Report, the distributions contemplated in the Proposed Settlement 

will not be sufficient to fully repay the amounts owing to all Investors. 

14. The Information Officer understands that if the Investors vote to approve the Proposed 

Settlement, Hi-Rise will bring a motion before this Court seeking approval of the Proposed 
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Settlement, however if Investors do not vote to approve the Proposed Settlement an 

alternate path forward will need to be pursued. 

15. In performing its duties under the Mandate, the Information Officer has undertaken an 

extensive review of the following: 

(a) the events prior to and following the date of the Initial Application that resulted in 

the Lanterra Transaction and the Proposed Settlement; 

(b) the design, implementation and results of the Sale Process (as defined below) and 

whether sufficient effort was made to obtain the best price under the circumstances; 

(c) the Lanterra Transaction and the Proposed Settlement, including financial and other 

implications to Investors; and 

(d) potential alternatives that may be available to Investors, including, as requested by 

the Court, an evaluation of Tricon Lifestyle Rentals Investment LP’s (“Tricon”) 

interest in the Property. 

16. Pursuant to the Mandate, the Information Officer held a number of diligence meetings with 

and reviewed extensive Information received from: 

(a) Representative Counsel and the Official Committee; 

(b) the Company, its principal Mr. Jim Neilas and McCarthy; 

(c) BMO (the Company’s real estate broker); 

(d) Hi-Rise and Cassels; and  

(e) Lanterra Developments Inc., Tricon and certain other parties that expressed an 

interest in or were otherwise involved in the Sale Process (the “Interested 

Parties”). 
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17. The Information Officer’s conclusions and other findings are outlined in the last section of 

this Report. 

THE INFORMATION OFFICER’S REVIEW 

Case Background 

18. The affidavit of Noor Al-Awqati (sworn March 19, 2019 and found at Tab 2 of the Initial 

Application Record) (the “Al-Awqati Affidavit”) sets out the history of the Company and 

the Property, including Hi-Rise’s involvement as administrator and trustee of the SMI, 

which is summarized below: 

(a) the Company purchased the Property in June of 2011 for the purpose of developing 

a high-rise condominium; 

(b) Jim Neilas is the President and majority shareholder of Holdings, the parent 

company of Adelaide; 

(c) Meridian Credit Union Limited (“Meridian”) holds a first mortgage in respect of 

the Property and has registered a charge in that regard (the “Meridian Mortgage”). 

As of the date of this Report, Meridian is owed approximately $17.0 million, 

including principal and accrued interest; and 

(d) the SMI is a second mortgage in respect of the Property and Hi-Rise has registered 

charges in that regard. As of the date of this Report, the debt owing under the SMI 

is approximately $67.9 million, including principal and accrued interest.  As such, 

there is approximately $84.9 million in outstanding secured debt on the Property2. 

                                                             
2 Materials provided to the Information Officer indicate that Meridian has a first mortgage on the Property and the SMI ranks 

subordinate to Meridian. Neither the Information Officer nor its counsel have conducted a security review.  
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19. Following its acquisition of the Property, the Company took steps to advance the 

development prospects of the Property, including engaging various professionals and 

submitting zoning, development and building applications.  During this time, and prior to 

the commencement of the formal marketing and sale process described below, the 

Information Officer understands that the Company explored and pursued various strategic 

alternatives in an attempt to test the market and potentially divest all or part of the Property.  

During this period however, a formal marketing process was never initiated and no 

executable sale transaction materialized. 

20. As described in the Al-Awqati Affidavit, following the events in 2017 referred to as the 

syndicated mortgage “freeze”, Hi-Rise began working with its borrowers in order to 

commence a voluntary wind-up of its syndicated mortgages portfolio and instructed a 

number of its borrowers to commence marketing and sale processes to divest the properties 

to which it was lending.  In this regard, the Company commenced a marketing and sale 

process for the Property. 

21. Due to the impact of the syndicated mortgage freeze, Hi-Rise stopped making cash interest 

payments to Investors in relation to the Property in April of 2017 and stopped raising new 

funds from Investors in October of 2017. 

BMO’s Engagement by the Company 

22. The Information Officer understands that the Company considered a small group of 

reputable parties to act as its broker and conduct a marketing and sale process on its behalf.  

This group was narrowed down and the Company requested proposals from two brokers, 

BMO and CBRE Limited.  The Company interviewed the two parties and ultimately 

selected BMO to act as its broker in June of 2017. 
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23. Pursuant to its engagement letter, BMO’s compensation for undertaking the marketing and 

sales process would be a contingency fee based on gross sales price, including increased 

compensation for a sale price exceeding certain thresholds. 

24. BMO’s mandate was to assist in the design and implementation of a marketing and sale 

process for the Property, including:  

(a) assisting in the development of an investment summary, confidential information 

memorandum (“CIM”), an electronic data room and other diligence materials; 

(b) compiling a list of potentially interested parties, communicating with such parties 

in respect of the opportunity and making itself available to answer questions and 

address diligence requests; and 

(c) negotiating with interested parties during the process in order to maximize the 

purchase price of potential offers.  The Information Officer notes that the maximum 

purchase price is not necessarily the same as the maximum cash consideration 

available on closing3. 

25. Based on discussions with BMO and a review of the information provided, the Information 

Officer understands the marketing and sale process followed BMO’s standard two phased 

process: 

(a) during the first phase (“Phase 1”), potentially interested parties are contacted to 

solicit interest, an investment summary is provided and parties that sign a non-

disclosure agreement (“NDA”) are invited to undertake due diligence and submit a 

letter of interest (“LOI”).  These Phase 1 LOIs are evaluated to determine which 

                                                             
3 The Information Officer understands that as a result of increased land values and construction costs, it is now more common for 
real estate transactions especially in downtown Toronto to include joint venture and/or vendor takeback structures which allow for 
higher purchase prices but lower cash consideration on closing. 
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parties, if any, would be invited to participate in a second phase (the “Qualified 

Parties”); and 

(b) during the second phase (“Phase 2”), Qualified Parties are given additional time to 

perform due diligence and are encouraged to enhance their purchase price and limit 

conditions.  Qualified Parties are provided a standard form of agreement of 

purchase and sale (“APS”) and are requested to submit final bids by marking-up 

and submitting an APS by the bid deadline. 

26. The Information Officer is of the view that: (a) BMO is an experienced and qualified broker 

and advisor capable of running a robust and competitive marketing and sale process; (b) 

BMO’s engagement letter is consistent with industry standards and provided appropriate 

incentive to achieve the maximum sale price possible in the circumstances; and (c) the 

marketing and sale process was of a typical structure and consistent with similar real estate 

processes designed to achieve the maximum sale price possible in the circumstances. 

The 2017 Sale Process 

27. BMO commenced its first marketing and sale process in June of 2017 (the “2017 Sale 

Process”).  The 2017 Sale Process was a combined process for the Property (i.e. 263 

Adelaide Street West) and a second parcel of real estate located at 40 Widmer Street in 

Toronto (“Widmer”)4.  Interested Parties were advised that they could bid on both 

properties together or each individually. 

28. The Information Officer understands that BMO contacted over 2,500 parties to solicit 

interest in the 2017 Sale Process.  BMO received 47 executed NDAs of which ten parties 

                                                             
4 Widmer is located in close proximity to the Property and was previously owned by an entity ultimately controlled by Jim 

Neilas. 
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submitted LOIs on or before the Phase 1 bid deadline of September 7, 2017.   Of this group, 

seven bidders submitted an LOI for both the Property and Widmer (the “Joint Offer 

LOIs”) and three bidders submitted an LOI for Widmer only.  No bidder submitted an LOI 

for the Property only. 

29. The consideration outlined in the seven Joint Offer LOIs received for the Property ranged 

in value from $43.7 million to $80.0 million. The Information Officer understands that 

2017 Phase 1 bids were presented to the Company on a “no-names” basis in order to 

preserve the integrity and competitive nature of the 2017 Sale Process. 

30. BMO invited five of the ten bidders to participate in Phase 2 as Qualified Parties.  The 

Information Officer understands the five Qualified Parties were selected based on the 

quantum of their purchase price and the quality of the diligence they had performed.  Of 

the five Qualified Parties, two parties had interest in Widmer only, leaving three Qualified 

Parties with interest in the Property. The range in values offered by such parties in respect 

of the Property was $59.4 million to $80.0 million. 

31. The five remaining Qualified Parties (including the three with interest in the Property) were 

requested to submit final bids by the Phase 2 bid deadline of September 19, 2017 in the 

form of a marked-up APS. 

32. Of the three Qualified Parties which submitted Joint Offer LOIs: (a) one party, Concord 

Adex Buildings Limited (“Concord”), submitted a formal bid in the form of a marked-up 

APS; (b) a second party expressed its bid verbally to BMO; and (c) the third party declined 

to submit a bid. 
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33. Concord was the leading Qualified Party in respect of both the Property and Widmer and 

was granted a period of exclusivity to complete its diligence and execute an APS on each 

of the properties. 

34. The Information Officer understands that during its due diligence period, Concord 

communicated to BMO that primarily due to a number of construction challenges relating 

to the Property it would not proceed with its contemplated transaction5. 

35. Concord completed its diligence and the closing of its purchase transaction in respect of 

Widmer occurred in December of 2017. 

36. The construction challenges identified by Concord, as well as the other Interested Parties 

participating in the 2017 Sale Process, included, but were not limited to, the following: 

(a) Heritage Wall: The north-façade of the Property (the “Heritage Wall”) has been 

designated by the City of Toronto (the “City”) as a “heritage site” and may not be 

removed, demolished, or altered without approval from the City; 

(b) Site Issues: The Property is situated on a site that is currently land-locked by 

surrounding properties, including sites currently under construction, with the only 

access available on Adelaide Street.  Adelaide Street is a one-way street that is 

heavily trafficked by pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.  Access to the Property is 

also located directly across from a fire station; 

(c) Rental Replacement: Prior to developing the Property, the City imposes certain 

conditions that must be satisfied in connection with any residential tenants currently 

on the site; and 

                                                             
5 As of the date of this report, the Information Officer has not been able to schedule a meeting with Concord to discuss its 

participation in the 2017 Sale Process. 
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(d) Easements: The Property and surrounding area are subject to a number of 

easements.  It is unclear whether or not such existing easements would be sufficient 

for construction purposes. 

(collectively referred to as the “Construction Challenges”). 

37. Based on discussions with the Interested Parties, the Information Officer understands that 

the Construction Challenges created a high level of uncertainty in relation to the costs and 

the time required to demolish and develop on the site of the Property, hindering their ability 

to participate in the 2017 Sale Process and/or submit a firm and executable bid for the 

Property. 

The 2018 Sale Process 

38. In an effort to address the Construction Challenges and other issues raised during the 2017 

Sale Process, the Company took steps and incurred expenditures to mitigate certain issues 

and assist Interested Parties with diligence.  These steps included: 

(a) commissioning two construction methodology reports6; 

(b) executing a Heritage Easement Agreement (October 16, 2017) with the City in 

order to allow the Heritage Wall to be altered for future development under certain 

conditions; and  

(c) obtaining certain additional approvals from the City related to rental replacement, 

community contribution (Section 37), and storm water management agreements. 

                                                             
6 The two reports include: (i) 263 Adelaide St. West Methodology Report (dated February 12, 2018) prepared by Ledcor Group 

(the “Ledcor Report”); and (ii) 263 Adelaide St Preconstruction Report No. 1 (dated June 19, 2018) prepared by EllisDon 

Corporation (the “EllisDon Report”). 
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39. The Company has indicated that it incurred in excess of $2.7 million in third party costs to 

continue to improve the marketability of the Property, and that such costs were funded 

directly by Holdings. This amount excludes any costs that may be owing by Adelaide to 

Holdings for ongoing management fees, which are estimated by Holdings to be an 

additional $2.5 million. 

40. Following the steps taken above, the Company re-engaged with BMO and a second sale 

process was commenced in August of 2018 (the “2018 Sale Process” and together with 

the 2017 Sale Process, the “Sale Process”). 

41. The Information Officer understands that BMO contacted over 2,500 parties to solicit 

interest in the 2018 Sale Process.  BMO received 37 executed NDAs of which, four bidders 

submitted LOIs on or before the 2018 Phase 1 bid deadline of September 18, 2018.  

42. The 2018 Phase 1 LOIs ranged in value from $59.1 million to $75.0 million.  The 

Information Officer understands that the 2018 Phase 1 bids were presented to the Company 

on a “no-names” basis in order to preserve the integrity and competitive nature of the Sale 

Process. 

43. The Information Officer reviewed each of the LOIs and noted that each were subject to 

various diligence and other closing conditions, including further construction and 

development related investigations, satisfaction with the viability, feasibility and costs 

associated with development, satisfaction that the Property meets investment and 

development criteria, receiving certain approval from the City including amendments to 

the existing Heritage Easement Agreement, receiving a court order to extinguish/amend 

easements, executing construction agreements with adjacent property owners and 

obtaining approval from boards of directors or investment committees.   
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44. Two bidders were advanced by BMO to participate in Phase 2, including: (a) Lanterra 

Developments Limited (“Lanterra”) which submitted an LOI valued at $75.0 million; and 

(b) a second bidder (the “Second Bidder”) which submitted an LOI valued at $70.0 

million.  The Information Officer understands that Lanterra and the Second Bidder were 

selected based on the quantum of their purchase price and the quality of diligence 

performed7.  

45. Lanterra and the Second Bidder (the “2018 Qualified Bidders”) were each sent a process 

letter requesting they submit final bids by October 5, 2018 (the “2018 Phase 2 Bid 

Deadline”) in the form of a marked-up APS.  The Information Officer understands that 

neither party submitted a final offer prior to the 2018 Phase 2 Bid Deadline.  Following 

discussions with Lanterra and the Second Bidder, BMO determined the parties were not 

prepared to submit definitive offers at the purchase prices offered in their LOIs due to 

continued concern and uncertainty with the Construction Challenges.   

46. Following the 2018 Phase 2 Bid Deadline, BMO began exploring alternate transaction 

structures with the two bidders executable at the purchase prices offered in their LOIs.  

Based on these discussions, BMO determined that in order to effect a transaction while 

maximizing the purchase price, the 2018 Phase 2 Bid Deadline should be extended and the 

2018 Qualified Bidders should be invited to submit joint venture proposals. 

47. The Information Officer understands that joint venture structures typically allow for higher 

purchase prices for various reasons, including, without limitation, the sharing of risk and 

                                                             
7 The Information Officer notes that a third party submitted a 2018 Phase 1 bid comparable in value to that of the Second Bidder.  

The Information Officer understands from BMO that in its view, this party had not performed a significant amount of diligence, 

was not prepared to increase its purchase price and would not remove significant conditions included in its bid and accordingly 

was not invited to participate in Phase 2.  Based on discussions with this party, the Information Officer is of the view that BMO’s 

rationale to not advance this party to Phase 2 was reasonable in the circumstances. 
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the lower initial cash outlay required by the prospective purchaser, thereby increasing their 

rate of return. 

Joint Venture Proposals 

48. During October of 2018, the 2018 Qualified Bidders were invited to meetings with BMO 

and the Company to discuss and explore their intentions for the Property, including how 

they intended to deal with the Construction Challenges. 

49. Following these meetings, the 2018 Qualified Bidders were requested to submit a joint 

venture proposal (“JV Proposal”) that would provide for their final and best offer. 

50. Lanterra submitted a JV Proposal on November 13, 2018 (the “Lanterra JV Proposal”). 

The Second Bidder submitted formal correspondence to BMO regarding continued interest 

in the Property but did not submit a formal JV Proposal by the requested date.  

51. The Information Officer understands from BMO that after numerous meetings with the 

Second Bidder, it settled on a joint venture structure in a form that could be presented to 

the Company. 

52. The Information Officer understands that two additional parties expressed interest to BMO 

in participating in a joint venture and submitted a JV Proposal. One of these JV Proposals 

was in an acceptable form, while the other was not and accordingly was not considered to 

be qualified. 

53. In December of 2018, the three JV Proposals were presented to the Company on a “no-

names” basis.  Following additional meetings and review, the Information Officer 

understands that the Company selected the Lanterra JV Proposal based primarily on the 

following factors: 
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(a) the Lanterra JV Proposal provided for the highest purchase price and greatest 

potential profit at completion of development.  As noted earlier in this Report, it 

has become more common for downtown Toronto land transactions to include 

certain structures that increase purchase price but decrease cash consideration on 

closing.  The Information Officer understands from discussions with Lanterra that 

its purchase price was premised on a joint venture structure as it allows for the 

sharing of risks and a lower initial cash investment that is needed to achieve its 

required rate of return; 

(b) Lanterra had performed extensive diligence and investigation on the Property and 

spent considerable time and effort developing approaches to address the 

Construction Challenges; and 

(c) Lanterra is a reputable developer with extensive experience building in downtown 

Toronto on sites that contained construction challenges similar to those at the 

Property. 

54. Throughout January and February 2019, the Company and Lanterra worked towards 

settlement of the Lanterra JV Proposal. The parties reached an agreement on a letter of 

intent with Lanterra on February 13, 2019.  

55. In March and April 2019, the Company and Lanterra continued to negotiate a term sheet 

which was ultimately executed on April 10, 2019 (the “Term Sheet”). 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE SALE PROCESS 

56. The Information Officer reviewed the design and implementation of the Sale Process, a 

short list of the parties contacted8 and each of the bids submitted during all phases of the 

Sale Process.  A summary of the Information Officer’s conclusions is as follows: 

(a) the design of the Sale Process was typical of such marketing and sale processes in 

the real estate industry; 

(b) the materials utilized, including the investment summary, CIM and documents 

uploaded to the electronic data room were robust;  

(c) the list of potentially interested parties compiled by BMO was extensive, thorough, 

and provided for wide market coverage; 

(d) the Sale Process allowed interested parties adequate opportunity to conduct due 

diligence and the timelines provided for were reasonable; 

(e) the activities undertaken by BMO were thorough and professional, and consistent 

with the activities that a competent advisor or broker would be expected to 

undertake; 

(f) BMO was appropriately incentivized to achieve the highest value available for the 

Property; 

(g) the steps taken by BMO, including the selection of bidders to advance into further 

rounds, were consistent with the activities that other brokers or sale advisors would 

be expected to perform; and 

                                                             
8 The Information Officer understands BMO contacted over 2,500 parties in connection with each of the marketing and sale 

processes.  The Information Officer determined it was not feasible to review all of the parties and instead reviewed a short list of 

Interested Parties. 
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(h) BMO sought to maximize transaction value by adjusting the Sale Process to include 

joint venture proposals when no cash offers materialized. 

57. To gain a better understanding of the Sale Process and results thereof, the Information 

Officer held a number of discussions with Interested Parties to discuss matters including, 

but not limited to, the following: 

(a) was there any concern or issue with respect to the Sale Process and how it was run? 

(b) was BMO attentive and responsive in conducting the Sale Process? 

(c) what were the primary reasons why Interested Parties did not further pursue a 

transaction? 

58. The Information Officer’s findings from discussions with the Interested Parties are 

summarized as follows:  

(a) no concerns were identified with respect to the Sale Process or how it was 

conducted; 

(b) the Interested Parties were complimentary of the work undertaken by BMO, noted 

BMO was helpful and responsive in all instances and no concerns were identified 

with respect to their conduct; 

(c) despite the steps taken by the Company to address the Construction Challenges, the 

Interested Parties raised significant concern regarding the uncertainty of the costs 

and timing of construction, in particular that changes may be required to the design 

and zoning of the Property and the uncertainty in connection with the Heritage Wall 

and other constructability issues with the site.  Interested Parties commented that 

given the high level of uncertainty, initial purchase prices submitted in LOIs would 

need to be materially discounted or an alternate structure would be required (i.e. a 
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joint venture or vendor takeback structure) in order to transact at such purchase 

prices; and 

(d) certain Interested Parties informed the Information Officer that based on market 

trends at the time and comparable transactions, including Widmer, they did not 

participate in the Sale Process or submit formal offers because they did not wish to 

transact at such values. 

59. Based on its review, the Information Officer is of the view that the Sale Process was a 

thorough market test, that sufficient effort had been made to obtain the best price in respect 

of the Property and that the process was executed with proper efficacy and integrity. 

60. In particular, the Information Officer concludes that the design and implementation of the 

Sale Process was consistent with industry standards and was carried out by BMO in a 

thorough and professional manner. 

61. The Information Officer notes that the Sale Process was not specifically designed with the 

goal to maximize the cash proceeds on closing but to maximize the consideration and 

ultimate proceeds thereof, even if portions of proceeds may be deferred until a later date.  

In that regard, the Sale Process was consistent with BMO’s mandate to maximize 

transaction value. 

LANTERRA TRANSACTION 

Lanterra Offer 

62. As previously discussed, on April 10, 2019, Lanterra and the Company entered into the 

Term Sheet setting out the key terms of the joint venture agreement.  On June 28, 2019, 

following further negotiations and refinement of deal points, Lanterra and the Company 
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entered into a Waiver and Amending Agreement dated June 28, 2019 (the “JV 

Agreement” and together with the Term Sheet, the “Lanterra Transaction”).  

63. The Information Officer was provided with copies of the Term Sheet, the JV Agreement 

and all related schedules.  The Information Officer understands that the Company and 

Lanterra consider these documents to be confidential and has not appended them hereto 

but has instead included a summary of key terms: 

Lanterra Transaction 

JV Transaction  ▪ Lanterra and the Company to form a single purpose limited partnership (“LP”) in which 
Lanterra would acquire an interest in 75% of the Property and the assets, books and 
records related to the redevelopment of the Property (the “Lanterra Project”). The 
Company would retain a 25% interest in the Lanterra Project; 

▪ BRE Fund LP, being part of the Bank of Montreal’s private equity group, will have the 
option to purchase 15% of Lanterra’s interest (the “Investor Option”) in the Lanterra 
Project.  

Transaction 
Value and Initial 
Capitalization  

▪ Transaction value of $73.15 million, capitalized as follows: 

i. LP will grant a first mortgage on the Property in the amount of $36.58 million (the 
“First Mortgage”); 

ii. The Company will be granted a vendor takeback mortgage of approximately $18.29 
million (the “VTB”); and 

iii. The Company will contribute equity-in-kind of approximately $18.29 million in 
exchange for its 25% share of the Lanterra Project. 

First Mortgage 
Terms 

▪ The LP will immediately distribute the mortgage proceeds as follows: 

i. to discharge the Meridian Mortgage; and  

ii. to be used as a return of capital to allow it to retire the Syndicated Mortgage. 

VTB Mortgage 
Terms 

▪ Secured against title to the Property, ranking behind the First Mortgage and any surety 
financing. Will not be subordinate to construction financing; 

▪ Expires on the earlier of (a) receipt of certain construction permits; and (b) three years 
from the closing date of the Lanterra Transaction; 

▪ Bears interest at 5% per annum during the first two years and 8% per annum for the final 
year; 

▪ Entirety of the VTB to be guaranteed by Lanterra; and 

▪ Lanterra to repay principal and interest then due on the VTB out of Lanterra’s own 
resources. 
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Interest Reserve  ▪ Lanterra will fund approximately $1.85 million to an interest reserve account to prefund 

the first two years of interest obligations under the VTB. 

Company’s Fees ▪ The Company is entitled to the following fees: 

i. Development Fee: 0.25% of revenues from the Lanterra Project9; and 

ii. Property Management Fee: $5,000 per month during the term of the Lanterra Project 
(5-6 years). 

The Company 
Guarantee 

▪ The Company is required to jointly and severally guarantee 25% of all obligations of the 
LP in respect of any project debt.  

64. The Information Officer understands that Lanterra has completed all diligence and 

provided the deposits contemplated in the Term Sheet.  Closing of the Lanterra Transaction 

is subject to: (a) approval of the Investors (as described further below); and (b) execution 

of certain documents including definitive agreements governing the LP, the Investor 

Option, and agreements for development, construction and property management (the 

“Transaction Agreements”). The Information Officer has been provided with current 

drafts of the Transaction Agreements and understands they have been substantially 

negotiated.  

65. The Information Officer notes that definitive documents related to the VTB have not yet 

been drafted.  

The Company’s Projected Returns 

66. The Information Officer has been provided with a copy of a financial forecast in respect of 

the Lanterra Project (the “Proforma”), which is attached as Appendix “B”. The Proforma 

estimates the development will take up to six years and projects a total profit of 

                                                             
9 Should BRE Fund LP exercise its option, and achieve a baseline internal rate of return, the Company could be eligible for an 

additional Deferred Development Fee of 0.5% of Project Revenues.  
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approximately $66.0 million to the LP, based on Lanterra’s estimate of revenues and 

expenses.  

67. Based on the Information Officer’s review of the Proforma and the Lanterra Transaction, 

the Company’s projected return at the completion of the Lanterra Project is estimated to be 

approximately $34.8 million, comprised of: 

(a) a return of capital of approximately $18.3 million (i.e. the Company’s initial 

contribution for 25% interest in the LP); and  

(b) the Company’s share of the potential profit of approximately $16.5 million (i.e. 

25% of $66.0 million).  

68. In addition to the above proceeds, the Company is projected to earn approximately $3.0 

million over the term of the Project (up to 6 years) in connection with development and 

property management fees. 

69. As described in the following section, the Information Officer understands that the 

Company is proposing to provide a $15 million debenture to Investors as additional 

compensation in connection with the Proposed Settlement.  Should the Proforma be 

representative of actual Lanterra Project economics, the Company’s potential profit and 

fees, net of the obligations owing under the debenture, would equal approximately $22.8 

million, excluding any tax considerations (i.e. $34.8 million plus $3.0 million less $15.0 

million). The Company has indicated that the remaining share of potential profit is to 

compensate Holdings: (a) for time and effort to assist Lanterra in completion of the 

Lanterra Project; and (b) to recoup funds advanced by Holdings to Hi-Rise and Adelaide 

to fund both operations and additional costs incurred to improve the Property subsequent 

to the syndicated mortgage freeze. Should the Lanterra Project fail in its entirety, Holdings 
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could be liable for up to 25% of the outstanding Lanterra Project debt pursuant to certain 

loan guarantees.  

70. Future success and profit of the Lanterra Project is dependent upon many factors, including 

market conditions, timing of completion and ultimate construction costs. While the 

development and property management fees would be earned over the life of the Lanterra 

Project, the return of capital and profit share would not be earned by the Company until 

project completion which is currently estimated at approximately five to six years. Actual 

results may differ significantly from that of the Proforma.  

71. The Information Officer notes that the Bank of Montreal may continue to participate in the 

joint venture after closing through advancement of the First Mortgage and potential 

participation in the Investor Option. It is the understanding of the Information Officer that 

the First Mortgage is being arranged directly by Lanterra (with no Company involvement) 

and the Investor Option was negotiated at the direction of the Company after Lanterra was 

selected as the preferred party.  

72. Based on its review of the Information and discussions with the parties noted in paragraph 

16 of this Report, nothing has led the Information Officer to conclude that the Lanterra 

Transaction would be considered to be an improvident transaction. 

PROPOSAL TO INVESTORS 

73. A fundamental condition in the Lanterra Transaction is for the Company to discharge the 

SMI registered against title to the Property.  On September 6, 2019, Hi-Rise provided an 

Information Statement (the “Information Statement”) to Investors which, among other 

things, calls for a meeting of Investors in order for the Investors to conduct a vote on the 

Proposed Settlement.  The Information Officer understands the Meeting is currently 
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contemplated to be held on October 23, 2019.  The Information Statement was attached to 

the Second Report of Counsel as Appendix “AA”, and has been attached to this report as 

Appendix “C”.  A summary of the key financial terms is as follows: 

Information Statement 

Classes of 
Investors 

▪ Two types of Investors, those who hold their beneficial interest in the Syndicated 
Mortgage via a registered investment plan (the “Registered Investors”) and those 
who hold their beneficial interest in the Syndicate Mortgage directly with Hi-Rise (the 
“Non-Registered Investors”).  Registered Investors are provided a priority in the 
waterfall; and 

▪ Approval will require Investors representing two thirds in value and majority in 
number to vote in favour of the Proposed Settlement. 

Offer to Settle 

▪ Repayment to Investors of approximately $17,036,000 on closing (the “Initial 

Settlement”); 

▪ Investors to have the benefit of the VTB of $18,270,000.  The terms of the VTB are 
described in the overview of the Lanterra Transaction.  Purchaser has agreed to 
provide a full corporate guarantee on the VTB10; and 

▪ A debenture from Holdings in the amount of $15,000,000 (the “Debenture”)11, 

unsecured and non-interest bearing, payable six years from the date of closing. 

Guarantees in 

Respect of 
Debenture 

▪ Corporate guarantee of Holdings; and 

▪ Personal guarantee by Jim Neilas limited to 25% of the total debenture. 

Implementation 

▪ October 23, 2019 – Meeting to vote on the Proposed Settlement 

▪ November 2019 – Final Court Order 

▪ December 2019 – Closing & Initial Repayment to Investors 

▪ December 2021 or December 2022 – Repayment of VTB 

▪ December 2025 (estimate) – Debenture paid 

 

                                                             
10 The Information Officer understands that specific documentation related to the structure of the VTB and the Debenture has not 

yet been prepared. 

11 The Information Statement includes an $8,000,000 Debenture, however, the information Officer is advised by the Company that 

the current Proposed Settlement now contemplates a $15,000,000 Debenture. 
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74. The Information Officer understands from Hi-Rise that the Registered Investors rank in 

priority to the Non-Registered Investors for principal, interest accrued to date and interest 

continuing to accrue. The Information Officer has not performed a legal review of these 

priorities but understands that Representative Counsel will be setting out its analysis of 

priorities in a report, to be filed with the Court. 

75. The Information Officer understands that upon approval of the Proposed Settlement, no 

further interest will accrue to Investors and rights to any further interest payments, if any, 

are waived. 

76. Based on the information contained in the Information Statement, together with additional 

information provided by the Company, Hi-Rise and GT, the Information Officer projected 

potential Investor recoveries from the Proposed Settlement, including timing of receipt of 

funds, which can be found in detail in Appendix “D” and is provided in summary form 

below. 
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Summary of Notes & Key Assumptions 

1. The Information Officer understands that proceeds from the First Mortgage and VTB Interest Reserve will be 

distributed to Investors on, or shortly after, closing of the Lanterra Transaction. 

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Term Sheet, it is anticipated that the full amount of the VTB Interest Reserve 
will be paid to Investors at close (December 2019).  

3. Repayment of the VTB is anticipated to be after two or three years. The Information Officer understands that the 
VTB may be extended for a third year with Investors receiving additional cash interest at 8% of the principal amount. 

4. Amounts owing in respect of the First Mortgage will be paid to Meridian on closing of the Lanterra Transaction. 
Hi-Rise has estimated the balance above based on accrued interest to December 11, 2019 and including a provision 
for legal fees. 

5. The BMO Sale Fee is estimated by Hi-Rise based on the terms of the BMO engagement letter and a transaction 
value of $75.0 million (transaction value of $73.15 million plus prefunding of VTB interest of $1.85 million).  The 
Information Officer reviewed the calculation of this fee and notes that the balance presented above includes HST, 
which, if recoverable by the Company may slightly increase amounts distributed to Investors.  

6. As further discussed below, the Information Officer understands that Hi-Rise asserts that pursuant to agreements 
with Investors, Hi-Rise has the ability to recover certain costs.  The costs included above by Hi-Rise include the 
legal and professional fees related to this process, including Hi-Rise’s counsel, the Company’s counsel, 
Representative Counsel, the Information Officer and a provision for other consultants and costs incurred by 

Holdings. 

Projected Return to Investors (in '000s)

Notes  Undiscounted  

Present Value 

as at Dec. 2019
[10]

Proceeds from Lanterra Transaction

First Mortgage (December 2019) 1 36,575                36,575                

VTB Mortgage Interest Reserve (December 2019) 2 1,850                  1,850                  

VTB Mortgage (December 2021) 3 18,270                15,099                

Proceeds from Lanterra Transaction 56,695                53,524                

Less: Retirement of Meridian Mortgage 4 (17,218)               (17,218)               

Less: BMO Sale Fee 5 (1,615)                 (1,615)                 

Less: Hi-Rise Cost Recovery 6 (2,214)                 (2,214)                 

Less: Property Taxes 7 (343)                    (343)                    

Proceeds from Lanterra Transaction available to Investors 35,306                32,135                

Add: Debenture (December 2025) 8 15,000                8,467                  

Total Proceeds available to Investors 50,306                40,602                

Proposed Distributions to Registered Investors

On Closing (December 2019) 17,036                17,036                

On Repayment of VTB Mortgage (December 2021) 5,280                  4,364                  

Total Distribution to Registered Investors 22,316                21,399                

Return to Investors Excluding Interest Paid to Date 9 100% 96%

Proposed Distributions to Non-Registered Investors

On Closing (December 2019) -                     -                     

On Repayment of VTB Mortgage (December 2021) 12,990                10,736                

On Completion Date (December 2025) 15,000                8,467                  

Total Distribution to Non-Registered Investors 27,990                19,203                

Return to Investors Excluding Interest 9 60% 41%

Total Proposed Distribution to Investors 50,306                40,602                
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7. Property taxes were estimated by Hi-Rise based on amounts outstanding as at October 1, 2019 plus two months' 
accrued interest on the property taxes. 

8. The Information Officer understands from the Company that the Proposed Settlement now contemplates a $15 
million Debenture that would be paid to Investors upon the completion of the Lanterra Project (i.e. approximately 6 
years). 

9. Total projected return to investors are calculated as follows: (total return / (principal plus accrued interest to 
December 2019)). This excludes return from interest previously paid to Investors. 

10. For presentation purposes only, the Information Officer has included the present value of distributions based on the 
current anticipated timing of certain payments and a 10% discount factor. 

 

77. Included in the table above, the Information Officer has estimated the present value of 

contemplated payments to illustrate the impact of the deferred distributions to Investors 

(i.e. the VTB and Debenture).  The present value of deferred distributions was calculated 

using a discount rate of 10% which the Information Officer understands from Hi-Rise is 

the indicative interest rate they pay to Investors (interest rates vary depending on the time 

of the investment).  The distributions from the repayment of the VTB are assumed to be 

collected two years from closing (December 2021) and the proceeds from the Debenture 

are assumed to be collected six years from closing (December 2025). 

78. The Information Officer understands that in development of the Proposed Settlement, Hi-

Rise and/or the Company is seeking reimbursement of certain costs related to the Lanterra 

Transaction and the Proposed Settlement (legal and other fees totaling $1.2 million) and 

Holdings’ own costs of $1.0 million, for a total of $2.2 million. While Hi-Rise/the 

Company have asserted that actual costs are higher than $2.2 million, the Information 

Officer understands that the Company is proposing a $2.2 million cap. 

79. As further detailed in the GT Report dated August 30, 2019 (the “GT Report”), and 

confirmed through communication with Cassels, the Information Officer understands that 

Hi-Rise and/or the Company are taking the position that they are actually entitled to a 

priority of up to $9.0 million pursuant to the participation/administration agreements with 
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Investors for costs incurred to enhance the value of the Property and would be seeking 

same in the event that the Property becomes subject to receivership proceedings (the 

“Potential Priority Costs”).  The Information Officer understands that $5.1 million of the 

Potential Priority Costs were incurred by Hi-Rise (the “Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs”) 

and $4.2 million of costs were incurred by Adelaide. Neither the Information Officer or 

GT have undertaken a legal review of the Potential Priority Costs. The Information Officer 

notes that of the $5.1 million in Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs, approximately $0.4 

million relate to Representative Counsel’s legal fees which form a priority charge on the 

Property. The Information Officer understands that litigation risk in relation to the Potential 

Priority Costs should be considered by the Investors in their evaluation of the Proposed 

Settlement. 

80. The following table further summarizes the projected distributions and overall recoveries 

to Investors.  Recoveries have been estimated based on total amounts owing to Investors, 

including interest and principal12 per the books and records of Hi-Rise, including interest 

accrued to December 11, 2019 and are presented below on an undiscounted basis:  

                                                             
12 The Information Officer understands that the recovery calculations included in the Information Statement provided to Investors 

are based only on principal outstanding. 
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81. Based on the Proposed Settlement, Registered Investors are projected to receive a 100% 

recovery: 

(a) approximately $17.0 million at close (December 2019) from the proceeds of the 

new First Mortgage and the payment of the VTB Interest Reserve; and 

(b) approximately $5.3 million two years from close (December 2021) from the 

repayment of the VTB. 

82. Non-Registered Investors are projected to receive a 60% recovery:  

(a) approximately $13.0 million two years from close (December 2021) from the 

repayment of the VTB; and  

(b) approximately $15.0 million six years from close (December 2025) from the 

payment of the Debenture.  

83. The Information Officer notes that these recoveries have not been discounted and certain 

of the distributions (i.e. the Debenture) could be contingent on the success of the Lanterra 

Project, however the Information Officer also notes that the Debenture is to be wholly 

guaranteed by Holdings and 25% is guaranteed by Jim Neilas personally. 

Recovery Analysis (Undiscounted) ('000s)

Registered Non-Registered Total

Principal Invested 17,305             34,802             52,108             

Estimated Accrued Interest as at December 2019 5,010               11,766             16,776             

Total Principal and Interest Owed 22,316             46,568             68,884             

On Closing (December 2019) 17,036             -                   17,036             

On Repayment of VTB (December 2021) 5,280               12,990             18,270             

On Completion Date (December 2025) -                   15,000             15,000             

Total Projected Recoveries 22,316             27,990             50,306             

Total Projected Recoveries (%) 100% 60% 73%

Add: Cash Interest Received to Date 3,095               7,431               10,526             

Total Projected Recoveries and Interest 25,410             35,421             60,832             

Total Projected Recoveries and Interest (%) 114% 76% 88%
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OTHER INDICATIONS OF POTENTIAL VALUE 

84. The Information Officer has considered other indications of value and whether there may 

be viable alternatives to the Proposed Settlement, in particular the following: 

(a) the Tricon offer; 

(b) Third Party Appraisals; and 

(c) re-opening the marketing and sale process / Receivership. 

Tricon Offer 

85. The Information Officer understands that Tricon13 first expressed interest in the Property 

in or around August of 2016. The Information Officer has been provided with and reviewed 

email correspondence between Tricon and the Company and understands that Tricon 

performed diligence on the Property and several meetings between Tricon and the 

Company were held. Ultimately, Tricon and the Company were unable to come to any type 

of arrangement prior to commencement of the 2017 Sale Process. 

86. The Information Officer understands that Tricon participated in the 2017 Sale Process. 

Tricon submitted a Phase 1 bid but due to its relative value, was not invited to participate 

in Phase 2. Tricon was invited by BMO to participate in the 2018 Sale Process but declined 

to participate. 

87. As described in the Second Report of Counsel, Representative Counsel received an 

unsolicited expression of interest in respect of a cash purchase of the Property from Tricon.  

The offer was initially in the form of a non-binding letter of interest dated July 9, 2019.  

                                                             
13 Tricon is a subsidiary of the Tricon Capital Group Inc. a residential real estate company primarily focused on rental housing in 

North America, with approximately $7.2 billion (C$9.7 billion) of assets under management. Tricon invests in a portfolio of single-

family rental homes, multi-family rental apartments and for-sale housing assets, and manages third-party capital in connection with 

its investments.  More information about Tricon is available at: www.triconcapital.com.  

http://www.triconcapital.com/
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On July 19, 2019, Tricon submitted a refined offer in the form of a marked-up APS (the 

“Tricon Offer”).   

88. The Information Officer understands the Tricon Offer was provided to both Representative 

Counsel and to BMO. Key terms and components of the Tricon Offer include the 

following:  

Tricon Offer 

Purchaser ▪ Tricon Lifestyle Rentals Investment LP 

Purchase Price 

▪ $72.0 million; 

▪ Payment of the Purchase Price: 

i. $2.0 million deposit on the third business day following execution of the APS 
(“First Deposit”); 

ii. $3.0 million deposit on the third business day following the Due Diligence Date 

(“Second Deposit”); and 
iii. Balance of the of the Purchase Price on the Closing Date (“Final Payment”). 

 
▪ The First Deposit and Second Deposit shall be returned to the Purchaser if the 

transaction is not completed for any reason except as a result of a default of the 
Purchaser under the APS; 

▪ The Final Payment is subject to customary real estate transaction closing adjustments. 

Due Diligence 

Conditions 

▪ The Purchaser has requested a number of additional diligence materials (the 

“Deliveries”) from the Vendor; 

▪ Following the receipt of all of the Deliveries, the Purchaser shall have 45 days to 
review the Deliveries and perform any additional due diligence that may be required; 

▪ The APS includes the following due diligence condition for the benefit of the 
Purchaser: 

“by the Due Diligence Date (i.e. 45 days), the Purchaser shall have examined and 
been satisfied, in the Purchaser’s sole, absolute and unfettered discretion, which may 
be exercised arbitrarily for any reason or for no reason at all, with the results of the 

its due diligence enquiries, tests and investigations in respect of the Purchase Assets, 
including the Purchaser’s review of the Deliveries”; [emphasis added] 

Closing Date 

▪ 45 days after the Due Diligence Date.  The Due Diligence Date (45 days) and the 

Closing Date (45 days) provide the Purchaser with 90 days to close the transaction 
following receipt of all of the Deliveries; 

▪ Purchaser to be granted exclusivity. 
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89. Based on its review of the Tricon Offer, the Information Officer notes the following: 

(a) the Tricon Offer of $72.0 million is materially higher than the $55.9 million offer 

Tricon submitted during Phase 1 of the 2017 Sale Process; 

(b) compared to the Lanterra Transaction, the Tricon Offer provides for slightly lower 

consideration, however would provide a better return to Investors, assuming a 

similar distribution waterfall as the Proposed Settlement, because greater cash 

distributions would take place on closing, or shortly thereafter; 

(c) in its current form the Tricon Offer remains subject to the due diligence condition 

described above, as well as approval from Tricon’s Board of Directors and 

Investment Committee; 

(d) if the due diligence condition is not waived by Tricon, Tricon could walk from the 

proposed transaction and receive a full refund of the First Deposit and Second 

Deposit, without penalty; 

(e) the Tricon Offer was not submitted in accordance with the Sale Process guidelines 

and bid deadlines; and 

(f) if the Company was to pursue the Tricon Offer, the exclusivity requirement would 

require the Company to terminate the Lanterra Transaction. 

90. Based on discussions with Tricon, the Information Officer understands:  

(a) Tricon has performed diligence on the Property, including prior to and during the 

2017 Sale Process, and has recently updated its diligence by working with one of 

its trusted construction partners; 
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(b) Tricon did not participate in the 2018 Sale Process primarily because it believed its 

proposal would not be sufficient to meet the pricing expectations set by BMO at 

that time14; 

(c) by not participating in the 2018 Sale Process, Tricon did not have access to certain 

of the additional materials made available to Interested Parties in the electronic data 

room during such process; 

(d) Tricon appears to be familiar with each of the Construction Challenges and the 

Construction Challenges have been considered in the Tricon Offer however Tricon 

noted that it would need to engage third party experts and incur additional costs 

during diligence; and 

(e) Tricon explained that the increase in consideration offered compared to its offer in 

the 2017 Sale Process is reflective of a change in market dynamics, including 

increased market rents and a reduction in their cost of capital. 

91. Based on discussions with BMO in connection with the Tricon Offer, the Information 

Officer understands: 

(a) notwithstanding BMO’s efforts to solicit its participation, Tricon declined to 

participate in the 2018 Sale Process.  However, if the Tricon Offer had been 

submitted in accordance with the 2018 Sale Process guidelines, it would have been 

explored and advanced through the process; 

(b) BMO held discussions with Tricon to better understand the Tricon Offer.  

Following these discussions, BMO concluded the Tricon Offer was not executable 

in its current form as Tricon would not waive its conditions; and 

                                                             
14 BMO has indicated to the Information Officer that no prior guidance was given. 
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(c) BMO acknowledged that Tricon performed extensive due diligence in the 2017 

Sale Process, however indicated that, in its view Tricon did not provide a 

satisfactory explanation as to why their purchase price increased substantially from 

their original offer during Phase 1 of the 2017 Sale Process. 

Third Party Appraisals 

92. In connection with the Sale Process, the Company engaged for two real estate appraisals: 

(a) Cushman & Wakefield ULC prepared an appraisal dated February 27, 2018 (the 

“Cushman Appraisal”).  The Cushman Appraisal values the Property at $81.8 

million (approximately $235 per buildable square foot); and 

(b) Colliers International prepared an appraisal dated July 16, 2018 (the “Colliers 

Appraisal”).  The Colliers Appraisal values the Property at $82.1 million (also 

approximately $235 per buildable square foot). 

93. As noted in the Cushman Appraisal, one of the factors considered in its appraisal included 

comparable land sales in the subject market area, including five comparable sites that 

transacted during the period December 2017 to January 2018, ranging in value from $49.5 

million to $300 million, or approximately $182 to $284 per buildable square foot (average 

of $251 per buildable square foot). 

94. The Information Officer notes that these are comparable data points, however site-specific 

details would cause variations in valuation and ultimately the best judge of value would be 

a comprehensive market test through a robust marketing and sale process. 
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Re-opening the Sale Process / Receivership 

95. The Information Officer has considered whether reopening the sale process might 

reasonably be expected to generate a result that would provide greater recovery for the 

Investors compared to the Lanterra Offer and the Proposed Settlement. 

96. As previously noted, the Information Officer is of the view that BMO’s Sale Process was 

a thorough canvassing of the market and fairly demonstrated the market value of the 

Property. 

97. Furthermore, the accrual of interest and other potential costs in respect of the Meridian 

Mortgage and the SMI will continue to deteriorate potential recoveries for the Non-

Registered Investors.  There is no certainty that Meridian will continue to provide a 

standstill and not proceed to take further actions15.  

98. There is no certainty whether a new marketing and sale process may generate a purchase 

price in excess of the Lanterra Transaction.  The Information Officer notes however that 

re-opening the sale process would take additional time and costs would continue to accrue 

during this period. 

99. The Information Officer reviewed the “Receivership Scenarios” presented in the GT 

Report which is attached as Appendix V to the Second Report of Counsel.  The Information 

Officer is of the view the scenarios are appropriately presented for the purpose of which 

they were created and has included GT’s analysis in its comparison of values below.  In 

addition to the GT Report scenarios, the Information Officer has presented an alternate 

receivership scenario (the “Truncated Receivership”). 

                                                             
15 Should Meridian seek Court appointment of a receiver, the receiver would have a duty to all stakeholders, not just Meridian. 
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100. The Truncated Receivership is based on an accelerated timeline of four months, compared 

to nine to 15 months in the GT Report, to reflect the possibility of an expedited receivership 

process by relying on the Sale Process already performed by BMO.  Accordingly, the costs 

and disbursements associated with the receivership proceedings have been adjusted 

downward.   

101. The table below includes a summary of recoveries to Investors in the Truncated 

Receivership scenario in comparison to the Proposed Settlement and two scenarios as 

presented in the GT Report. A detailed summary of the Truncated Receivership scenario is 

included as Appendix “E”. Based on the assumptions included, the Information Officer 

notes the following: 

(a) if Hi-Rise is unsuccessful in asserting its claim to the Hi-Rise Potential Priority 

Costs in the amount of $4.7 million16, the Property would need to be sold for 

approximately $71.2 million for Investors to receive the same (or similar) nominal 

recovery as they would in the Proposed Settlement. Accounting for the time value 

of delayed payments included in the Proposed Settlement at a 10% discount rate 

(i.e. the VTB and the Debenture), on a present value basis, the Property would need 

to be sold for approximately $62.0 million17; 

(b) if Hi-Rise is successful in asserting its claim to the Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs, 

the Property would need to be sold for approximately $76.1 million for Non-

Registered Investors to receive the same (or similar) nominal recovery as they 

                                                             
16 The Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs were estimated to be $5.1 million less Representative Counsel’s legal fee priority charge 

of $0.4 million. The $5.1 million of Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs was used to be consistent with the GT Report. However, the 

Information Officer understands that Hi-Rise will assert its full Potential Priority Costs.  

17 Actual calculation of present value equivalents would be depended upon timing of closing of any sale transaction. 
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would in the Proposed Settlement. Accounting for the time value of delayed 

payments included in the Proposed Settlement at a 10% discount rate (i.e. the VTB 

and the Debenture), on a present value basis, the Property would need to be sold 

for approximately $66.9 million; 

(c) proceeds realized through a receivership proceeding are likely to be distributed to 

Investors faster compared to the Proposed Settlement. The balances noted herein 

are in nominal dollars and the time value of money has not been considered; and 

(d) the Information Officer understands from Hi-Rise that in a receivership scenario, 

Hi-Rise and/or the Company may seek to recover all the Potential Priority Costs 

which, if successful, would have a material impact on distributions to Investors and 

further increase the selling price required to achieve the same result as the Proposed 

Settlement.  

Comparison of Values 

102. For information purposes only, the Information Officer has prepared the following table to 

summarize the potential values that may be available to the Investors under various 

alternatives.  
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Summary of Notes & Key Assumptions 

1. Hi-Rise is only asserting certain Potential Priority Costs under the Proposed Settlement. 

2. See full summary of Truncated Receivership scenario in Appendix “E”. 

3. Per GT Report. 

 

103. Based on its review of the Proposed Settlement and the alternatives presented above, the 

Information Officer notes the following: 

(a) as detailed in this Report, the Proposed Settlement is premised on the Lanterra 

Transaction.  While the Lanterra Transaction provides a high level of certainty in 

terms of purchase price, significant parts of the distributions associated with the 

Proposed Settlement are deferred into the future and may be subject to the ultimate 

success of the Lanterra Project (i.e. the Debenture); 

(b) compared to the Proposed Settlement, the alternatives each have a materially higher 

level of conditionality and uncertainty, all of which could significantly impact the 

Summary of Investor Recoveries (nominal dollars) ('000s)

Proposed 

Settlement
1

Truncated 

Receivership 

Low
2

Truncated 

Receivership 

High
2

GT 

Receivership 

Low
3

GT 

Receivership 

High
3

Estimated Sale Price           73,150           71,170           76,071           44,000           72,000 

Without Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs

Registered Investors

Investor Recovery ($) 22,316         22,605         22,605         22,171         22,171         

Investor Recovery (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Non-Registered Investors

Investor Recovery ($) 27,990         27,990         32,694         424              28,194         

Investor Recovery (%) 60% 59% 69% 1% 61%

Total Recovery 50,306         50,595         55,300         22,595         50,366         

With Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs

Registered Investors

Investor Recovery ($) n/a 22,605         22,605         17,541         22,171         

Investor Recovery (%) n/a 100% 100% 79% 100%

Non-Registered Investors

Investor Recovery ($) n/a 23,286         27,990         -               23,140         

Investor Recovery (%) n/a 49% 59% 0% 50%

Total Recovery n/a 45,891         50,595         17,541         45,311         
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quantum and timing of proceeds and there is no guarantee that an all cash offer can 

be obtained for the values indicated in the Truncated Receivership scenario; and 

(c) in developing the Truncated Receivership scenario, to maintain consistency with 

the GT Report, the Information Officer only sensitized for the Hi-Rise Potential 

Priority Costs. If Hi-Rise is successful in asserting the full Potential Priority Costs 

in priority to Investors, distributions to Investors could be materially altered. 

Further, if the Potential Priority Costs are litigated between Hi-Rise and the 

Investors, additional time and cost may be incurred impacting ultimate recovery.  

CONCLUSIONS & OTHER FINDINGS 

Sale Process 

104. It is clear that Schedule I and institutional construction lenders are hesitant to provide 

construction financing in situations where syndicated mortgages are registered on title. To 

realize maximum value for the Property (as a development site), a sale transaction and 

related discharge of the SMI is required.  Absent additional financing, the Property would 

remain an undeveloped low-rise rental property. 

105. Based on the Information reviewed to date and results of the Sale Process, the Information 

Officer does not believe that there is any reasonable prospect of a sale process generating 

sufficient funds to repay both the Meridian Mortgage and the SMI.   

106. After the 2017 Sale Process failed to generate any transaction in respect of the Property, 

the Company and BMO took positive steps and incurred considerable cost to address 

certain Construction Challenges. 

107. The Information Officer is of the view that the Sale Process conducted was a thorough 

market test, that sufficient effort was made to obtain the best price in respect of the Property 

and that the process was executed with proper efficacy and integrity.   
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108. While no specific asking price was provided for the Property, the Information Officer 

found that certain Interested Parties were guided by recent comparable transactions, 

including Widmer, and considering the Construction Challenges, these market trends 

discouraged certain Interested Parties from participating in the Sale Process.  

109. As discussed herein, no Interested Party was willing to submit an all cash offer by the 

applicable Sale Process bid deadlines.  The Sale Process was designed and executed to 

maximize the ultimate proceeds from the transaction, not necessarily cash consideration on 

closing.  In that regard, the Information Officer is of the view that the Lanterra Transaction 

provides for the best price in respect of the Property. 

Consultations Held 

110. The Information Officer held a number of meetings and requested significant information 

from the parties mentioned in this Report.  During its review, the Information Officer found 

the conduct of all parties to be cooperative and supportive, was granted unfettered access 

to the individuals and groups it requested meetings with and was provided with requested 

information on a timely basis. 

111. Nothing in its review of the Information provided to it and in discussions with the parties 

noted herein has led the Information Officer to conclude that the Lanterra Transaction 

would be considered to be an improvident transaction. 

112. Each of the Interested Parties agreed that the Property’s value is impacted by the 

Construction Challenges and other constructability issues which create significant 

uncertainty around the cost and time it may take to complete development on the site.  

Considering these issues, together with recent trends in the market, the Interested Parties 

confirmed that the best way to maximize purchase price would be through a transaction 
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including a joint venture and/or vendor takeback structure. The Information Officer found 

no indication that management of the Company influenced the creation of the joint venture 

structure proposed in the Lanterra Transaction.  

Lanterra Transaction & Proposed Settlement 

113. Based on the Information reviewed by the Information Officer, at the completion of the 

project, the Company’s undiscounted potential proceeds, net of the $15.0 million 

Debenture, are projected to equal approximately $22.8 million.  In the Information 

Officer’s view, it is appropriate for the members of the Official Committee, and the 

Investors, to express concern over the Company’s continued interest (i.e. its 25% share of 

the JV) in the Property. 

114. If Investors vote to approve the Proposed Settlement, Registered Investors are projected to 

receive $22.3 million (100% return) and Non-Registered Investors are projected to receive 

$28.0 million (60% return), however as described previously, certain of these proceeds will 

only be distributed years in the future. 

Alternatives 

115. The Information Officer is of the view the Sale Process was a robust and thorough market 

test and the results thereof should be given more weight than: (a) alternate transactions that 

could be pursued that include a higher level of conditionality and would require time to 

execute; and (b) other indications of value, including the third party appraisals, which are 

subject to a number of conditions and restrictions. 

116. The Information Officer noted that several key items in the Information Statement (and 

therefore the Proposed Settlement) may need to be refreshed and/or further developed. For 

example, the ultimate structure of the VTB and the structure and amount of the Debenture 
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are not accurately reflected in the Information Statement.  The Information Officer 

recommends that, prior to any vote, an updated Information Statement be provided to the 

Investors. 

117. If the Investors do wish to pursue an alternate transaction, based on communications 

reviewed by the Information Officer, it is likely that Meridian would commence 

enforcement proceedings resulting in a receivership.  Within receivership proceedings, the 

Information Officer estimates that to generate a nominal return to Investors that would be 

the same or similar to the Proposed Transaction, the Property would need to be sold for an 

amount in excess of $71.2 million, or $76.1 million if Hi-Rise successfully asserts the $4.7 

million Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs or approximately $62.0 million to $66.9 million 

when considering the estimated present value of distributions contained in the Proposed 

Settlement.  

118. As requested by this Court, the Information Officer reviewed and explored the Tricon 

Offer.  Although Tricon appears to be very familiar with the Property and its cash offer of 

$72.0 million would provide a better and immediate return to Investors, the Tricon offer 

remains subject to an open-ended diligence condition that requires a minimum of 45 days 

to satisfy and has not yet been approved by its investment committee or board of directors.  

The Information Officer also notes that Tricon had an opportunity to participate in the 2018 

Sale Process and declined to do so. The Information Officer supports BMO’s assertion that 

maintaining the integrity of the marketing and sale process, including its timelines and bid 

deadlines, is of high importance, and especially so when presented with a conditional offer.  
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All of which is respectfully submitted this 7th day of October, 2019. 

 

Per: 

ALVAREZ & MARSAL CANADA INC., 

in its capacity as Information Officer 

 

 

 

 

  Name: Stephen Ferguson 

Title: Senior Vice-President 
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Information Officer Appointment Order (September 17, 2019) 
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APPENDIX “B” 

Lanterra Project Proforma 

  







 

 

APPENDIX “C” 

Hi-Rise Notice of Meeting and Information Statement (September 6, 2019) 

  







































































































 

 

 

APPENDIX “D” 

Projected Investor Recoveries from the Proposed Settlement 

 

  

Illustrative Estimate of Proceeds ('000s) First Mortgage VTB Mortgage Debenture Total Per GT Report

Expected timeline December 2019 December 2021 December 2025

Proceeds

Senior Mortgage 36,575             36,575             36,575             

VTB Mortgage - Principal 18,270             18,270             18,270             

VTB Mortgage 1,850               1,850               1,850               

Debenture 15,000             15,000             8,000               

Total Proceeds 38,425             18,270             15,000             71,695             64,695             

First Mortgage

Meridian Balance Owing as at June 14, 2019 (16,620)            (16,620)            (16,620)            

Meridian Accrued Interest (598)                 (598)                 (332)                 

Proceeds Available After Meridian Mortgage 21,207             18,270             15,000             54,477             47,743             

Priority Amounts

BMO Sale Fee (1,615)              (1,615)              (1,615)              

City of Toronto (outstanding taxes) (343)                 (343)                 (280)                 

Proceeds Available After Priority Amounts 19,250             18,270             15,000             52,520             45,848             

Legal & Advisor Fees

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP (160)                 (160)                 (160)                 

Stikeman Elliott LLP (250)                 (250)                 (250)                 

McCarthy Tetrault LLP (300)                 (300)                 (300)                 

Miller Thomson LLP (400)                 (400)                 (350)                 

Due to Consultants (4)                    (4)                    (4)                    

263 Holdings Inc. Costs (1,000)              (1,000)              (1,000)              

Information Officer (100)                 (100)                 -                   

Proceeds Available After Legal & Advisor Fees 17,036             18,270             15,000             50,306             43,784             

Total Proceeds Available for Investors

Proceeds for Registered Investors ($) 17,036             5,280               -                   22,316             22,171             

Proceeds for Non-Registered Investors ($) -                   12,990             15,000             27,990             21,613             

Recovery for Registered Investors (%) 76% 24% 0% 100% 100%

Recovery for Non-Registered Investors (%) 0% 28% 32% 60% 47%



 

 

 

APPENDIX “E” 

Information Officer’s Truncated Receivership Scenarios 

 

Summary of Notes & Key Assumptions 

1. The purchase prices included in the Truncated Receivership summary, are based on: (a) in the Low purchase price 
scenario, an estimated purchase price that would be required for Non-Registered Investors to receive the same (or 
similar) nominal recovery as they would in the Proposed Settlement, assuming Hi-Rise does not assert, or is not 
successful in asserting, the Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs ($4.7 million); and (b) in the High purchase price 
scenario, an estimated purchase price that would be required for Non-Registered Investors to receive the same (or 
similar) nominal recovery as they would in the Proposed Settlement, assuming Hi-Rise is successful in asserting the 

Hi-Rise Potential Priority Costs ($4.7 million).  

2. The Information Officer has assumed that no zoning-related expenses will be paid in a Truncated Receivership. 

3. Estimated based on the existing Sale Fee arrangement with BMO. Does not include HST as the Information Officer 
is of the view that HST is recoverable. 

4. Per Hi-Rise, there is an outstanding balance of approximately $334,240 in property taxes for the Property as at 
October 1, 2019. This amount includes the outstanding balance as at October 1, 2019 plus four months of accrued 
interest. 

5. Per the Meridian demand letter dated June 14, 2019. 

6. This amount is estimated based on the accrual of interest and other related expenses totaling approximately $83,000 
per month on the Meridian Mortgage from June 14, 2019 to the end of the receivership.  

7. Operating Costs included herein are based on the costs included in the GT Report labelled “Hi-Rise/Consultants” 
net of a provision of rent revenue forecast during the Truncated Receivership period. 

Truncated Receivership Scenario ('000s)

Notes  Low  High 

Months 4                  4                  

Estimated Sale Price 1 71,170          76,071          

Less:

Zoning 2 -               -               

Sale Fee 3 (1,276)           (1,472)           

Property Taxes 4 (351)             (351)             

Meridian Mortgage as at June 14, 2019 5 (16,620)         (16,620)         

Meridian Mortgage Carrying Costs 6 (623)             (623)             

Operating Costs net of Rent Received 7 (441)             (441)             

Legal Fees of Appointing Creditor 8 (100)             (100)             

Receiver's Fees 8 (435)             (435)             

Receiver's Legal Fees 8 (230)             (230)             

Miller Thomson LLP 9 (400)             (400)             

Information Officer 10 (100)             (100)             

Investory Recovery (without Potential Priority Costs) 50,595          55,300          

Priorities Asserted by Hi-Rise

Professional Fees & Consultants 11 (2,954)           (2,954)           

Wages, Benefits & Office Expenses 8 (1,750)           (1,750)           

Investory Recovery (with Potential Priority Costs) 45,891          50,595          



 

 

8. Costs used herein are based on those included in the GT Report, some of which are reduced to reflect the shorter 
time period during the Truncated Receivership. 

9. Per Court Order (Increase of Representative Counsel Charge) dated September 17, 2019. 

10. Per Court Order (Appointment of Information Officer) dated September 17, 2019. 

11. Estimate per GT Report less Representative Counsel’s (Miller Thomson LLP) legal fees which form a priority 

charge on the Property and are included above in the Miller Thompson LLP line.
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DATED AT    this _______ day of __________, 2019. 

  HI-RISE CAPITAL LTD. 

 

 

Per:  

 Name:  

Title:  

(I have authority to bind the 

corporation) 

 

 

DATED AT the City of Toronto this 23rd day of December, 2019. 

  MILLER THOMSON LLP, solely in its 

capacity as court-appointed Representative 

Counsel 

 

 
Per:  

 Name: Gregory R. Azeff  

Title:  Partner  

(I have authority to bind the limited 

liability partnership) 

 

 

DATED AT    this _______ day of __________, 2019. 

Witness: ___________________________  VIPIN BERRY, in his capacity as court-

appointed member of the Official 

Committee 
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sworn April 20, 2020.



FORBEARANCE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made as of this 20th day of December, 2019.

AMONGST:

MERIDIAN CREDIT UNION LIMITED
(hereinafter referred to as the "Lender")

-and-

ADELAIDE STREET LOFTS INC.
(hereinafter referred to as the "Borrower")

-and-

263 HOLDINGS INC.
(hereinafter referred to as the "Corporate Guarantor")

-and-

IOANNIS NEILAS
(hereinafter referred to as "John")

-and-

DIMITRIOS NEILAS
(hereinafter referred to as "Jim" and, together with the Corporate Guarantor and John, the
"Guarantors", and the Guarantors, together with the Borrower, the "Credit Parties")

RECITALS:

WHEREAS the Borrower is indebted to the Lender with respect to certain credit facilities
(the "Credit Facilities") made available by the Lender to the Borrower pursuant to and under the
terms of a loan agreement dated April 2, 2018 (as may be or have been subsequently amended,
replaced, restated or supplemented from time to time, the "Credit Agreement");

AND WHEREAS, to secure the obligations of the Borrower to the Lender, including,
without limitation, those arising under the Credit Agreement, the Borrower has provided security
in favour of the Lender including, without limitation, the security set out in Schedule "A" hereto
(collectively, the "Security");

AND WHEREAS the Guarantors have guaranteed certain obligations of the Borrower
pursuant to, amongst other things, guarantee agreements more particularly set out in Schedule "B"
hereto (collectively, the "Guarantees");
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AND WHEREAS, Events of Default (as that term is defined in the Credit Agreement)
have occurred and continue to occur under the Credit Agreement;

AND WHEREAS, the Lender has made formal demand on the Borrower and the
Guarantors for repayment of all amounts owed under the Credit Agreement on June 14,2019 (the
"Demand") and also delivered a notice of intention to enforce security under section 244 of the
BIA on June 14,2019 in respect of the Borrower (the "Notice");

AND WHEREAS pursuant to the terms of minutes of settlement among the Borrower and
others (the "Minutes of Settlement"), an agreement of purchase and sale (the "APS") among the
Borrower and Lanterra Developments Ltd., in Trust ("Lanterra"), and other documents, the
Borrower has agreed to a transaction (the "Lan terra Transaction") pursuant to which Lanterra
will purchase the property at 263 Adelaide Street. West, Toronto, Ontario (the "Property"), which
transaction is expected to close on or before May 14,2020 (the "Closing Date") and the proceeds
of which shall be used in part to repay in full the indebtedness (the "Indebtedness") owing under
the Credit Agreement, including principal, interest and amounts which may be or become owing
for the Lender's fees, agent costs, professional fees and accrued interest at the rates set out in the
Credit Agreement, and the Security, the Guarantees, or any other agreement executed In
connection therewith as of the Closing Date (collectively, the "Financing Agreements");

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the respective covenants of the parties hereto as
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration (the receipt and sufficiency of which
are hereby acknowledged), the parties hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1
INTERPRETATION

1.1 Definitions

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires, all terms defined in the Credit
Agreement and not otherwise defined herein shall have the respective meanings ascribed to them
in the Credit Agreement. All monetary amounts referred to in this Agreement shall refer to
Canadian currency.

1.2 Gender and Number

Words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing gender
include all genders.

1.3 Severability

Each of the provisions contained in this Agreement is distinct and severable, and a
declaration of invalidity, illegality or unenforceability of any such provision or part thereof by a
court of competent jurisdiction shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision
of this Agreement.
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1.4 Headings

The division of this Agreement into articles, sections and clauses, and the insertion of
headings are for convenience of reference only and shall not affect the construction or
interpretation of this Agreement.

1.5 Entire Agreement

Except for the Financing Agreements and the additional documents provided for herein,
this Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties and supersedes all prior agreements,
representations, warranties, statements, promises, information, arrangements and understandings,
whether oral or written, express or implied, relating to the subject matter hereof. This Agreement
may not be amended or modified except by written consent executed by all the parties. No
provision of this Agreement will be deemed waived by any course of conduct unless such waiver
is in writing and signed by all the parties, specifically stating that it is intended to modify this
Agreement.

1.6 Governing Law

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
Province of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein, without regard to any
conflicts of law or principles of comity.

1. 7 Attornment

Each party hereto irrevocably attorns to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Superior Court of
Justice (Commercial List) of the Province of Ontario in the City of Toronto for all matters arising
out of or in connection with this Agreement.

1.8 Conflicts

If there is any inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the terms
of the Financing Agreements, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency, but the foregoing shall not apply to limit or restrict in any way the rights and
remedies of the Lender under the Financing Agreements or this Agreement other than as may be
specifically contemplated herein.

ARTICLE 2
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CONFIRMATION

2.1 Acknowledgement of Obligations

(a) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that, as of the
close of business on December 5,2019, the Borrower was indebted to the Lender
in the aggregate amount of $17,045,466.82 for principal and interest, exclusive of
amounts which may be or become owing for its fees, agent costs, professional fees
and accruing interest at the rates set out in the Financing Agreements.
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(b) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that the
Indebtedness, together with interest accrued and accruing thereon, and fees, costs,
expenses and other charges now or hereafter properly payable by the Borrower to
the Lender under the Financing Agreements, is unconditionally owing by the
Borrower to the Lender, without any right of setoff, defence, counterclaim or
reduction of any kind, nature or description whatsoever, and each of the Credit
Parties is estopped from disputing such Indebtedness.

(c) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that the
Borrower will continue to accept statements of the Indebtedness issued by the
Lender to be accurate statements of the amount and the particulars of the
Indebtedness as of the date of the statement, absent manifest error.

2.2 Acknowledgement of Security Interests and Guarantees

(a) Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that the
Security has not been discharged, waived or varied, that it is binding upon the
Credit Parties, as applicable, is enforceable in accordance with its written terms
until the obligations of the Borrower to the Lender have been indefeasibly paid and
satisfied in full.

(b) The Guarantors hereby acknowledge, confirm and agree that the Guarantees are
and shall continue to be in full force and effect and are valid, binding and
enforceable upon the Guarantors until the obligations of the Borrower to the Lender
have been indefeasibly paid and satisfied in full, and that neither the execution of
this Agreement nor any change to the Indebtedness occasioned hereby, or any other
matter arising herefrom, shall in any way affect the continuing effectiveness and
validity of the Guarantees.

2.3 Acknowledgement Regarding Demands

Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges and confirms receipt of the Demand and
Notice and each of the Credit Parties is hereby estopped from disputing the validity or legality of
same.

Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that, as of the date
hereof, the Lender has made no promises and has not waived, and does not intend to waive any
defaults, if any, under the Credit Agreement, and nothing contained herein or the transactions
contemplated hereby shall be deemed to constitute any such waiver except as provided in this
Agreement.

Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges the outstanding defaults under the
Financing Agreements, including:

(a) the failure to repay the amount of the loan, being $16,414,000 in principal, plus all
applicable interest, costs and other obligations owing thereunder as of the February
28,2019,and
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(b) subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement (defined below), the failure to
pay, or cause to be paid, the property taxes that have arisen in respect of the property
at 263 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ontario (the "Property") and the failure to
pay interest installments due therefor.

2.4 Additional Acknowledgements

Each of the Credit Parties hereby acknowledges, confirms and agrees that:

(a) the facts set out in the recitals to this Agreement are true and accurate;

(b) except as hereby amended, the Financing Agreements will remain in full force and
effect, unamended, except as provided for herein;

(c) except as provided for in this Agreement, the Lender (either by itself or through its
employees or agents) has made no promises, nor has it taken any action or omitted
to take any action, that would constitute a waiver of its rights to enforce the Security
and Guarantees and pursue its remedies in respect of the obligations of the Credit
Parties to the Lender, or that would stop it from doing so; and

(d) to the date hereof, the Lender has acted in good faith and a commercially reasonable
manner and each of the Credit Parties is estopped from disputing same.

ARTICLE 3
CONDITIONS

3.1 Conditions Precedent: Credit Parties

The Lender's obligation to forbear from exercising its rights under this Agreement and the
Financing Agreements shall not be effective unless and until the Lender shall have received the
following from the Borrower or Guarantors;

(a) receipt by the Lender of the Interim Payment (as that term is defined below);

(b) a copy of this Agreement, fully executed by each of the Credit Parties; and

(c) the Credit Parties shall enter into a mortgage amending agreement to increase the
security on title to $17,250,000.

3.2 Conditions Precedent: Others

The Lender's obligation to forbear from exercising its rights under this Agreement and the
Financing Agreements shall not be effective unless and until:

(a) the Lender shall have received an executed copy of the APS between 263 Holdings
Inc. and Lanterra; and
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(b) Lanterra shall have entered, or shall concurrently enter, into an intercreditor
agreement (the "Intercreditor Agreement") with the Lender on terms which are
acceptable to each of the parties thereto, each acting reasonably.

ARTICLE 4
FORBEARANCE CONDITIONS

4.1 Forbearance

In reliance upon the acknowledgements, representations, warranties and covenants of the
Credit Parties contained in this Agreement and subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, and any documents executed in connection herewith, the Lender agrees, subject to the
terms hereof, to forbear from exercising its rights and remedies under the Credit Agreement, the
Security, the Guarantees, the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) and other applicable law
and will continue to make the credit facilities set out under the Credit Agreement available to the
Borrower in accordance with the Credit Agreement, until the earlier of:

(a) May 19,2020; and

(b) the occurrence of an Intervening Event (as hereinafter defined and pursuant to
section Intervening Events of this Agreement) which results in the Lender
terminating this Agreement (the "Forbearance Period").

4.2 Expiration or Termination of the Forbearance Period

Unless extended in writing, upon the expiration or termination of the Forbearance Period,
the agreement of the Lender to forbear shall automatically and without further action terminate
and be of no further force and effect, it being expressly agreed that the effect of such expiration or
termination will be to permit the Lender to exercise its rights and remedies, including, without
limitation, private remedies available pursuant to the Security, the Guarantees, the right to the
appointment of a receiver and the right to apply to the Court for any other remedies available to
the Lender or to seek the appointment of any permanent or interim receiver or receiver and
manager or any trustee in bankruptcy of the Borrower or any of the Guarantors. Further, upon the
expiration or termination of the Forbearance Period, the Lender will have the right to schedule a
new hearing of the application styled Meridian Credit Union Limited v. Adelaide Street Lofts Inc.,
Court File No. CV-19-0062814S-00CL (which application was adjourned on December 20,2019)
on at least four days' notice to all parties on the service list, and the Credit Parties agree that if
such a hearing is scheduled they will not seek an adjournment of the hearing.

4.3 Tolling

(a) As of the date hereof and continuing until the termination of the Forbearance Period
and thereafter until the termination of the tolling arrangements in the manner
provided for at subparagraph The tolling provisions of the Agreement shall
terminate upon any party hereto providing the others with 60 days written notice of
an intention to terminate the tolling provisions hereof, and upon the expiry of such
60 day notice, any time provided for under the statute of limitations, laches or any
other doctrine related to the passage of time in relation to the Indebtedness, the
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Security, the Guarantees or any claims arising thereunder will recommence running
as of such date, and for greater certainty the time during which the parties agree to
the suspension of the limitation period pursuant to the tolling provisions of the
Agreement shall not be included in the computation of any limitation period. herein
(and notwithstanding demand for payment or BIA notices delivered by the Lender),
each of the Credit Parties hereby agrees to toll and suspend the running of the
applicable statutes of limitations, laches or other doctrines related to the passage of
time in relation to the Indebtedness, the Security, the Guarantees and any
entitlements arising from the Indebtedness, the Security, the Guarantees and any
other related matters, and each of the Credit Parties confirms that such agreement
is intended to be an agreement to suspend or extend the basic limitation period,
provided by section 4 of the Limitations Act, 2002 (Ontario) (the "LA") as well as
the ultimate limitation period provided by section 15 of the LA in accordance with
the provisions of subsection 22(2) of the LA and as a business agreement in
accordance with the provisions of subsection 22(5) of the LA and any contractual
time limitations on the commencement of proceedings, any claims or defences
based upon such application of statute of limitations, contractual limitations or any
time-related doctrine including waiver, estoppel or laches.

(b) The tolling provisions of the Agreement shall terminate upon any party hereto
providing the others with 60 days written notice of an intention to terminate the
tolling provisions hereof, and upon the expiry of such 60 day notice, any time
provided for under the statute of limitations, laches or any other doctrine related to
the passage of time in relation to the Indebtedness, the Security, the Guarantees or
any claims arising thereunder will recommence running as of such date, and for
greater certainty the time during which the parties agree to the suspension of the
limitation period pursuant to the tolling provisions of the Agreement shall not be
included in the computation of any limitation period.

4.4 No Other Waivers; Reservation of Rights

Subject to Section Forbearance of this Agreement, (i) the Lender reserves the right, in its
sole and absolute discretion, to exercise any or all of its rights or remedies under anyone or more
of the Financing Agreements, the PPSA or other applicable law, and (ii) the Lender has not waived
any such rights or remedies, and nothing in this Agreement and no delay on the part of the Lender
in exercising any such rights or remedies shall be construed as a waiver of any such rights or
remedies.

ARTICLE 5
OBLIGATIONS OF THE CREDIT PARTIES DURING THE FORBEARANCE PERIOD

5.1 Credit Agreement

During the Forbearance Period, each of the Credit Parties shall adhere to all the terms,
conditions and covenants of the Credit Agreement, this Agreement and the other Financing
Agreements, including, without limitation, terms requiring prompt payment of principal, interest,
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fees and other amounts when due, except to the extent that such terms, conditions and covenants
are otherwise specifically amended by this Agreement.

5.2 Interest on Credit Facilities

The Credit Parties acknowledge and agree that the interest on the Indebtedness shall be at
the rate of Prime plus 2%.

5.3 Full Co-Operation

During the Forbearance Period, the Credit Parties shall cooperate fully with the Lender,
including, without limitation, by providing promptly all requested information, and by providing
the Lender, and its respective agents full access to the books, records, property, assets and
personnel of the Credit Parties wherever they may be situated and in whatever medium they may
be recorded, at the request of and at times convenient to any such party, acting reasonably, which
right of access shall include the right to inspect and appraise such property and assets.

5.4 Interim Payment

It is a condition of the within forbearance that on or before December 19, 2019, there shall
have been paid to the Lender the sum of $1,556,000 on such terms as are contained in the
Intercreditor Agreement and the Minutes of Settlement (the "Interim Payment"), which payment
will be made by Lanterra on behalf of Adelaide pursuant to minutes of settlement dated December
20,2019 as partial repayment of the Indebtedness. A portion ofthe Interim Payment shall be placed
in a reserve account established by the Lender, and shall be used to make interest and other
payments under the Credit Agreement for the period up to the repayment of the Indebtedness.

5.5 Payment and Other Obligations

Each of the Credit Parties hereby covenants and agrees with the Lender to reimburse the
Lender for all reasonable expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable legal and other
professional expenses that the Lender has incurred or will incur arising out of its dealings with any
of the Credit Parties and in the protection, preservation and enforcement of the Security and/or the
Guarantees, including, without limitation, the reasonable fees and expenses of the Lender's
solicitors, Aird & Berlis LLP (collectively, the "Professional Expenses"), and that the
Professional Expenses shall be for the account of the Borrower and that payment may be made by
the Lender for later repayment by the Borrower or debit the account of the Borrower held at the
Lender. Nothing in this Agreement shall derogate from the Credit Parties' obligation to pay for all
the reasonable Professional Expenses or shall constitute a cap on Professional Expenses. All
Professional Fees will be charged at the ordinary rate which the professional otherwise charges the
Lender in accordance with such arrangements with respect to fees as are otherwise in place
between such parties and the Lender.

5.6 Additional Covenants

(a) For the duration of the Forbearance Period, the Credit Parties hereby covenant and
agree with the Lender as follows:
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(i) the Borrower shall maintain its corporate existence as a valid and subsisting
entity and shall not merge, amalgamate or consolidate with any other
corporation(s), except with the Lender's prior written consent;

(ii) except as specifically provided for herein, each of the Credit Parties shall
comply in all respects with all terms and provisions of the Financing
Agreements and this Agreement and nothing herein derogates therefrom.
For greater certainty, except as provided for herein, the Borrower shall
continue to remit all payments when due under the Financing Agreements
and shall operate all facilities within the terms and the limits prescribed
therein, except as amended by this Agreement;

(iii) the Borrower shall comply with any and all cash management obligations
and obligations to maintain insurance in accordance with the Financing
Agreements;

(iv) the Borrower shall be responsible for paying the fees and out of pocket
expenses of the Lender, the amount of which will be added to the
Indebtedness;

(v) the Credit Parties hereby agree to indefeasibly repay the Indebtedness in full
on or before the expiry of the Forbearance Period;

(vi) the Borrower shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
make any distribution or payment to any person, corporation or other entity
who does not deal with the Borrower at arm's length (as such term is defined
in the Income Tax Act (Canada)), nor payor agree to pay any management,
directors', consulting or similar fee, dividend, bonus payment, loan to
employees or comparable payment by way of gift or other gratuity, to any
subsidiary or affiliate of any Credit Party or any partner, director or officer
thereof other than on account of salary in the ordinary course of business
consistent with past practice that will not cause an Event of Default or
Intervening Event;

(vii) the Borrower shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
make any loans or advance money or property to any other party or invest
in (by capital contribution, dividend or otherwise) or purchase or repurchase
the shares or indebtedness or all or a substantial part of the assets or property
of any other party (including, without limitation, any subsidiary or affiliate
of the Borrower), or guarantee, assume, endorse, or otherwise become
responsible (directly or indirectly) for the indebtedness, performance,
obligations or dividends of any other party or agree to do any of the
foregoing, other than as required by the Financing Agreements;

(viii) the Credit Parties shall not encumber, mortgage, hypothec, pledge or
otherwise cause any form oflien or charge on any of their property or assets,
including intangible and contingent assets, without the prior written consent
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of the Lender, other than as contemplated in the APS and subordination
agreement between Lanterra and all individuals and/or entities
("Investors") that hold an interest in a syndicated mortgage, administered
by Hi-Rise Capital in respect of the proposed development known as the
"Adelaide Street Lofts" at the Property;

(ix) the Borrower shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
repay any principal or interest which may be owing or become owing in
connection with any shareholder or related party loan;

(x) the Credit Parties shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
make any distribution (whether by dividend or otherwise) or effect any
return of capital on any investment made by any shareholder, or any party
related to any shareholder;

(xi) the Borrower shall not, in any case, make any payment to or on behalf of
any related party if the financial position of the Borrower after making such
payment would put the Borrower in a position of breach the loan covenants
or default of its obligations under this Agreement or constitute an
Intervening Event;

(xii) each of the Credit Parties shall give to the Lender immediate notice of any
Intervening Event, litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding
before or of any court, arbitration, tribunal or governmental authority
affecting any of the assets, property or undertakings of any of the Credit
Parties; and

(xiii) unless otherwise agreed to herein, the Credit Parties shall not do any act or
thing which may have the effect of defeating or delaying the enforcement
of the Lender's rights and remedies under the Security and Guarantees, as
applicable.

(b) Each of the Credit Parties represents and warrants to the Lender that all the Credit
Parties' obligations with respect to employee wages and vacation pay are current
as of the date of this Agreement and shall remain current throughout the
Forbearance Period.

ARTICLE 6
INTERVENING EVENTS

6.1 Intervening Events

Upon the happening of anyone of the following events (each an "Intervening Event"),
the Forbearance Period shall, at the option of the Lender, terminate:

(a) the Investors' vote is cancelled, extended, or otherwise does not occur on or before
January 13,2020;
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(b) the result of the Investors' vote is that the Investors do not pass a resolution
approving the Lanterra Transaction by the margins contemplated in the Minutes of
Settlement;

(c) the Lender is not paid the Interim Payment by December 19, 2019;

(d) the Lanterra Transaction does not close by May 20, 2020;

(e) the Lender is not repaid the Indebtedness in full by May 22, 2020;

(f) the Borrower is in breach of any of the terms of the Minutes of Settlement and has
failed to cure such breach within five business days after notice from Meridian to
cure such;

(g) the APS is amended or terminated, or Lanterra, the Borrower, or both parties advise
the Lender that one or more of Lanterra or the Borrower is terminating or otherwise
intends to not fulfill the terms of the APS or otherwise conclude the Lanterra
Transaction by May 20, 2020;

(h) any representation, warranty or statement made by any of the Borrower or
Guarantors in this Agreement or any other agreement with the Lender was untrue
or incorrect when made or becomes untrue or incorrect, other than those material
representations, warranties or statements made by the Borrower or Guarantors
which are untrue or incorrect and of which the Lender is aware of at the time of
execution of this Agreement;

(i) any of the Borrower or Guarantors fail to perform or comply with any of their
covenants or obligations contained in this Agreement, any of the Financing
Agreements or in any other agreement or undertaking with the Lender, other than
the covenants, obligations or undertakings with which the Borrower or Guarantors
have already failed to perform or comply at the time of execution of this
Agreement;

G) an order is made in respect of the application styled "In the matter of section 60 of
the Trustee Act, R.S. 0. 1990, c. T-23, as amended, and rule 10 of the Ontario Rules
of Civil Procedure, R.R.0. 1990, Reg. 194, as amended, and in the matter of Hi-
Rise Capital Ltd. and in the matter of Adelaide Street Lofts Inc. ", Court File No.
CV-19-616261-00CL to which the Lender opposes on the basis that the order
prejudices the Lender's rights, including under this Forbearance Agreement;

(k) save as set forth herein, the Borrower or Guarantors default in the performance of
any obligation under any of the Financing Agreements or the Guarantees after the
date hereof;

(1) the occurrence of any other event which may materially and adversely impact the
priority or enforceability of the Security or Guarantees granted by the Borrower or
Guarantors, as applicable, or the realizable value of the collateral subject to such
security;
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(m) the Security or Guarantees cease to constitute first-ranking, valid and perfected
security interest against all assets of the Borrower or Guarantors, as applicable;

(n) the loss, damage, destruction or confiscation of any of the Borrower or Guarantors'
property or assets or any part thereof which, in the Lender's opinion, may result in
the Lender being insufficiently secured under the Financing Agreements or
otherwise;

(0) any person takes possession of any property of any of the Borrower by way of or
in contemplation of enforcement of security, or a distress or execution or similar
process levied or enforced against any property of either of the Borrower or
Guarantors;

(p) any change of ownership, control or management of either of the Borrower or
Guarantors, without the Lender's prior written consent;

(q) any of the Borrower or Guarantors fail to maintain current insurance or other
material contracts;

(r) without the Lender's prior written consent, the Borrower or Guarantors commit or
threaten to commit an act of bankruptcy;

(s) without the prior written consent of the Lender, the Borrower or Guarantors take
any action or commence any proceeding or any action or proceeding is taken or
commenced by another person or persons against the Borrower or Guarantors,
which the Borrower or the Guarantors are not contesting, relating to the
reorganization, readjustment, compromise or settlement of the debts owed by the
Borrower or Guarantors to their respective creditors where such reorganization,
readjustment, compromise or settlement shall affect a substantial portion of any of
the Borrower or Guarantors' assets or property, including, without limitation, the
filing of a Notice of Intention to Make a Proposal under the BIA, the making of an
order under the Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) or the
commencement of any similar action or proceeding by any party other than the
Lender (as applicable);

(t) the filing of an application for a receiver or bankruptcy order against the Borrower
or Guarantors pursuant to the provisions of the BIA or any similar legislation by
any party other than the Lender;

(u) the Borrower or Guarantors fail to meet their respective payroll obligations or do
not have sufficient funds available to fund its payroll obligations, or fail to produce
evidence, satisfactory to the Lender, acting reasonably, of the availability of such
funds to the Lender within one business day prior to the date that any payroll falls
due;

(v) the expiration or termination of the Forbearance Period, unless extended by the
agreement of the parties.
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ARTICLE 7
FORBEARANCE FEES

7.1 Forbearance Fee

In consideration of the Lender entering into this Agreement, the Lender shall receive from
Lanterra the following payment, which payment will form part of the Interim Payment

(a) an extension fee of $85,200.00 to which the Credit Parties agree the Lender is
contractually entitled and which has been ordered to be paid by order dated
September 17, 2019 in the Trustee Proceeding; and

(b) a fee of $115,000 (together, the "Forbearance Fee").

The Forbearance Fee is in addition to all other fees, interest, costs and expenses payable in
connection with the Financing Agreements or this Agreement.

ARTICLE 8
GENERAL PROVISIONS

8.1 Effect of this Agreement

Except as modified pursuant hereto, no other changes or modifications to the terms of the
Financing Agreements are intended or implied and in all other respects, the terms of the Financing
Agreements are confirmed.

8.2 Further Assurances

The parties hereto shall execute and deliver such supplemental documents and take such
supplemental action as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to the provisions and purposes
of this Agreement, all at the sole expense of the Credit Parties.

8.3 Binding Effect

This Agreement shall be binding upon and enure to the benefit of each of the parties hereto
and its respective successors and permitted assigns.

8.4 Survival of Representations and Warranties

All representations and warranties made in this Agreement or any other document
furnished in connection herewith shall survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement and
such other document delivered in connection herewith, and no investigation by the Lender or any
closing shall affect the representations and warranties or the rights of the Lender to rely upon such
representations and warranties.
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8.5 Confidentiality

The Lender and its professional advisors shall be at liberty, in their sole discretion, to
disclose any information obtained from the Credit Parties to any party or parties in order to recover
amounts owed to the Lender by the Credit Parties.

8.6 Release

In consideration of the agreements of the Lender contained herein and for other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Credit
Parties, on their behalf and on behalf of their successors, assigns, and other legal representatives,
hereby absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably release, remise and forever discharge the
Lender and each of its successors and assigns, participants, affiliates, subsidiaries, branches,
divisions, predecessors, directors, officers, attorneys, employees, lenders and other representatives
and advisors (the Lender and all such other persons being hereinafter referred to collectively as the
"Releasees" and individually as a "Releasee"), of and from all demands, actions, causes of action,
suits, covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements, promises, sums of money, accounts, bills,
reckonings, damages and any and all other claims, counterclaims, defences, rights of set-off,
demands and liabilities whatsoever (individually, a "Claim" and collectively, "Claims") of every
name and nature, known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, both arising at law and in equity,
which any of the Credit Parties or any of their successors, assigns or other legal representatives
may now own, hold, have or claim to have against the Releasees or any of them for, upon, or by
reason of any circumstance, action, cause or thing whatsoever which arises at any time on or prior
to the day and date of this Agreement, including, without limitation, for or on account of, or in
relation to, or in any way in connection with, any of the Financing Agreements or transactions
thereunder or related thereto.

8.7 No Novation

This Agreement will not discharge or constitute novation of any debt, obligation, covenant
or agreement contained in the Credit Agreement or any of the Financing Agreements but the same
shall remain in full force and effect save to the extent amended by this Agreement.

8.8 Notice

Without prejudice to any other method of giving notice, any notice required or permitted
to be given to a party pursuant to this Agreement will be conclusively deemed to have been
received by such party on the day of the sending of the notice by prepaid private courier to such
party at its, his or her address noted below or by email at its, his or her email address noted below.
Any party may change its, his or her address for service or address by notice given in the foregoing
manner.

Notice to the Borrower and the Corporate Guarantor shall be sent to:

McCarthy Tetrault LLP
66 Wellington Street West, Suite 5300
Toronto, ON M5K IE6
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Attention: Geoff R. Hall
Email: ghall@mccarthy.ca

Notice to John shall be sent to:

Dimitrios Neilas
386 Bedford Park Avenue
Toronto ON M5M 118

Notice to Jim

Ioannis Neilas
55 McGillivrary Avenue
North York ON M5M 2Y3

Notice to the Lender shall be sent to:

Meridian Credit Union Limited
75 Corporate Park Drive
St. Catharines, Ontario
L2S 3W3

Attention: Bernie Huber, Senior Commercial Credit Specialist
Email: bemie.huber@meridiancu.ca

with a copy to:

Aird & Berlis LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
Brookfield Place
181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9

Attention: Steven Graff and Kathryn Esaw
Email: sgradff@airdberlis.com.kesaw@airdberlis.com

8.9 Binding and Enforceable Agreement

In order for this Agreement to be binding and enforceable, it shall be signed by each of the
Credit Parties by no later than 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on December 20,2019.

8.10 Execution in Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an
original and which taken together will be deemed to constitute one and the same instrument.
Counterparts may be executed either in original, faxed or portable document format ("PDF") form

mailto:ghall@mccarthy.ca
mailto:bemie.huber@meridiancu.ca
mailto:sgradff@airdberlis.com.kesaw@airdberlis.com
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and the parties adopt any signatures received by a receiving fax machine or by emailed PDF as
original signatures of the parties, provided, however, that any party providing its signature in such
manner will promptly forward to the other party an original of the signed copy of the Agreement
which was so faxed or emailed.

8.11 No Set Off, etc.

Each of the Credit Parties reaffirms that the Financing Agreements remain in full force and
effect as amended hereby and acknowledges and agrees that there is no defence, set off or
counterclaim of any kind, nature or description to its obligations arising under the Financing
Agreements as a result of the execution of this Agreement or otherwise.

[The remainder a/this page is intentionally left blank.}





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have entered into this Agreement as of the
date first above mentioned.

MERIDIAN CREDIT UNION LIMITED

By:
Name:
Authorized Signatory

MTNEf~ l
__~~ It )
Name: G-,(f /. I(q(f ~

)

_WI_T..LJ--'E:..c.....SS_:_~_.~ I
Name: Calf I. 1(,(( ~
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SCHEDULE "A"
Security

2. Credit Agreement between the Borrower and the Lender dated May 2, 2018

3. General Security Agreement granted by the Borrower in favour of the Lender
dated May 14, 2018

4. Charge/Mortgage granted by the Borrower registered on May 14, 2018 as
instrument no. AT4862974 in the Land Titles Office for the Registry Division
of Toronto with respect to the lands municipally known as 263 Adelaide Street
West, Toronto

5. Notice of Assignment of Rents - General, granted by the Borrower, registered
on May 14,2018 as instrument no. AT4862975 in the Land Titles Office for
the Registry Division of Toronto with respect to the lands municipally known
as 263 Adelaide Street West, Toronto



SCHEDULE "B"
Guarantees

6. Guarantee and Postponement of Claim by Neilas Inc. (now known as 263
Holdings Inc.) dated May 14, 2018

7. Guarantee and Postponement of Claim by Dimitrios (Jim) Neilas and Ioannis
Neilas dated May 14, 2018
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SUBORDINATION AND STANDSTILL AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT made as of the

____

day of December, 2019,

AMONG:

MERIDIAN CREDIT UNION LIMITED
(hereinafter referred to as the “Senior Lender”)

- and -

LANTERRA DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
(hereinafter referred to as the Subordinate Lender”)

- and -

ADELAIDE STREET LOFTS INC.
(hereinafter referred to as the “Borrower”)

WHEREAS the Borrower is the registered owner of the lands described in Schedule A”
hereto (the “Lands”);

AND WHEREAS pursuant to a loan agreement made as of April 2, 2018 (as may be or have
been subsequently amended, replaced, restated or supplemented from time to time) among, inter
alios, the Borrower and the Senior Lender (the “Credit Agreement”), the Senior Lender made
provision for a credit facility in favour of the Borrower (the “Senior Debt”), pursuant to which the
principal amount of $16,414,000 (exclusive of amounts which may be or become owing for its fees,
agent costs, professional fees and accruing interest) is outstanding as of the date hereof (including
amounts paid to the Senior Lender by the Subordinate Lender on behalf of the Borrower on account
of the partial repayment of the Senior Debt), secured by, inter alia, a first-ranking charge registered
against the Lands granted by the Borrower (collectively with the Credit Agreement, any other
security granted by the Borrower in connection with the Senior Debt and all amendments thereto
and any forbearance agreement in respect thereof, the “Senior Security”);

AND WHEREAS the Borrower granted a second-ranking $1,556,000 charge of the Lands in
favour of the Subordinate Lender (the ‘Subordinate Mortgage”) to secure a debt (the
“Subordinate Debt”) owing to the Subordinate Lender on account of the funding by the
Subordinate Lender of an equivalent payment by the Borrower to the Senior Lender (the
Subordinate Mortgage and any other security granted by the Borrower in connection with the
Subordinate Debt or the Subordinate Mortgage, the “Subordinate Security”);

AND WHEREAS in order to ensure that the relative priorities as between the Senior Security
and the Subordinate Security are clearly established, the parties have entered into this Agreement;

NOW THEREFORE WITNESSETH that in consideration of the covenants hereinafter
contained and other good and valuable consideration (the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged), the parties hereto hereby agree each with the others as follows:

1. CONSENT

The Senior Lender hereby consents to the existence of the Subordinate Debt and confirms
that its existence shall not constitute a default under any documentation between the Borrower, any

Error? Unknown document property

23rd
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sworn April 20, 2020.
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Kathryn Esaw 
Direct: 416.865.4707 

E-mail:kesaw@airdberlis.com 

April 14, 2020 

BY EMAIL 

Lanterra Developments Ltd. 
2811 Dufferin Street 
Toronto, Ontario  M6B 3R9 

Attention: Christopher J. Wein and Tim Watson 

Dear Sirs: 

Re: Transaction involving 263 Adelaide Street West (the “Property”) pursuant 
to an Agreement of Purchase and Sale dates December 20, 2019 (the 
“APS”) 

As you are aware, we are counsel to Meridian Credit Union (“MCU”). Capitalized terms used 
herein but not otherwise defined shall have the meaning attributed to them in the forbearance 
agreement dated December 23, 2019 (the “Forbearance Agreement”), a copy of which is 
enclosed for you convenience. 

We are writing in respect to your advice that Lanterra Developments Ltd. (“Lanterra”) wishes to 
indefinitely extend the closing date associated with the Lanterra Transaction until the date which 
is eight weeks following the resumption of “normal commercial business activity” within the City 
of Toronto and the Province of Ontario.  

As you know, we are the senior-ranking secured creditor to Adelaide Street Lofts Inc. (the 
“Borrower”), which owns the Property. Among other things, in association with the financial 
difficulties experienced by the Borrower and the resulting breach of the Credit Agreement and 
Financing Agreements, the Borrower and MCU entered into the Forbearance Agreement, which 
was part of a larger settlement among various stakeholders. The terms of the Forbearance 
Agreement require that the Lanterra Transaction close on or before May 20, 2020 and the 
Indebtedness be repaid in full by May 22, 2020. The failure of either of these conditions 
constitutes an Intervening Event, which gives MCU the right to seek its remedies, both under its 
Credit Agreement and Financing Agreements, and under law. MCU continues to reserve its 
rights under the Forbearance Agreement in all respects, including the right to bring on its 
receivership application on notice to the relevant parties. 

MCU is not insensitive to effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on Lanterra. However, Lanterra can 
similarly appreciate that such pandemic has correspondingly had a negative effect on MCU, and 
MCU cannot accommodate business decision delays on the proposed terms. As such, MCU is 
willing to consider an extension to the closing of the Lanterra Transaction strictly on the 
following terms, all of which must be met in order to MCU to consider consenting to any 
alteration of the Forbearance Agreement or other settlement documentation: 

1. Extension Period: any extension of the closing of the Lanterra Transaction must be as 
limited as possible, and include a universally clear term. MCU is willing to allow a 10 
week extension to the original May 14, 2020 closing date, at which point the parties will 
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re-evaluate the market landscape. In the event that MCU or Lanterra believes that 
market conditions have improved to the extent that the Lanterra Transaction is able to 
close sooner, including but not limited to the Ontario Superior Court of Justice’s 
resumption of normal activities, the parties shall have a mechanism to truncate the 
extension period.  

2. Interest Reserve and other Fees: MCU must continue to be kept current under the 
terms of the Credit Agreement and Financing Agreements. Among other things, the 
interest reserve established as part of the Forbearance Agreement must be brought up 
to an amount that MCU reasonably requires to service all interest and other fees through 
the course of the calendar year and all legal fees to date must be paid immediately. 
MCU shall be paid an extension fee of $25,000. 

3. Meaningful Deposit: Lanterra must put down a meaningful deposit that will give MCU 
the assurance it needs that Lanterra will close the Lanterra Transaction, in the amount of 
5% of the total purchase price, being the minimum market deposit amount in 
restructuring transactions. The deposit must be non-refundable and shall be held in trust 
by counsel to MCU. 

We look forward to discussing these terms with you at your earliest convenience.  

Yours truly, 

AIRD & BERLIS LLP 

Kathryn Esaw 

c.c. Mr. B. Huber – Meridian Credit Union 
c.c. Mr. S. Graff – Aird & Berlis LLP 
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MERIDIAN CREDIT UNION LIMITED      - and - ADELAIDE STREET LOFTS INC. 

Applicant Respondent 
Court File No. CV-19-00628145-00CL

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 

Proceedings commenced at Toronto 

AFFIDAVIT OF BERNHARD HUBER 
(sworn September 30, 2019)

AIRD & BERLIS LLP 
Barristers and Solicitors 

Brookfield Place 
181 Bay Street, Suite 1800 

Toronto, ON  M5J 2T9 

Steven L. Graff (LSO # 31871V) 
Tel: (416) 865-7726 
Fax: (416) 863-1515 
Email: sgraff@airdberlis.com

Kathryn Esaw (LSO # 58264F) 
Tel: (416) 865-4707 
Fax: (416) 863-1515 
Email:  kesaw@airdberlis.com

Lawyers for Meridian Credit Union Limited 

39672352.3 
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